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One who will not read the experience
of others in dairy work greatly reduces
D. PARK,
bis chance of making money.
Reclaiming a Run Down Farm.
We have lived 011 this farm for sevWhen cows are dry they should be fed
Licensed Auctioneer,
eral years. When we came here I was so μ to keep them in a thrifty condition
MAINS.
SOUTH PARIS,
not old enough to do much work and without becoming too fat.
Torn»» Moderatemy father knew very little about farmNo other farm product robe the soil
The farm is very rocky and has as little as that of the
ing.
dairy, especially
PARKER,
wet
on
it.
The
soil
is
many
places
when the skim milk is fed on the farm.
rather
at
but
it
needs
Law,
Counsellor·
and
clayey
quite good;
Attorney·
The moat desirable cow is well bred,
considerable underdraining, a part of
MAINS.
RUMFORD FALLS,
well fed, well handled. Some one of
which
we
have
done.
Practice.
General
these particulars may be lacking when
The farm was all run out, some of the
Ralph T. Parker
•ieorgc l>. Blelee,
a cow makes profit, but it greatly refields were not worth mowing but now
duces the chances if any of the three is
we
get a good crop on all the land,
I ^ L. BUCK,
v;.
using this rotation: Potatoes or peas lacking.
The man with a good crop of firstSurgeon Dentist,
first year, corn or beans second year,
a good herd of
MAINE.
SOl'TH PARIS,
grain third year, and grass and clover class timothy hay and
milch cows is to be envied, for he can
for three years.
warranted.
work
bent
All my
enBushes had grown in from 10 to 50 sell the hay at a price which will
feet around every field. We have chop- able him to buy almost anything hie
M STEWART. M. D„
results.
j
ped all our wood around the fields and cows need to give the orbest
oats straw,
not cut any from our wood lot yet and With a crop of oats hay
the
there is still some land left that has as it is geneially known, on hand,
will
been plowed once but now has trees on sale of the timothy te horsemen
Physician and Surgeon,
enable him to buy all of the grain needit from β to 8 inches in diameter.
ed to make, with the oat straw, a splenis
we turn
time
a
field
Every
plowed
Parle.
South
Maxim Block.
furrows just as far as we can get; the didly balanced ration. The timothy hay
for horses, but very poor
practice originally was to leave a strip is first class
milked.
H. P. JONES.
4 or 5 feet wide every time next to the feeding for cows that are being
A report on "Records of Dairy Cows
bushes, which soon grew up, and then
Dentist,
the next time it was plowed another in the United States," iesued by the
MAINE.
strip was left. This ground when clear- Department of Agriculture, says that
NOKWAY,
ed raises as much or more hay than the the records of progressive and unpro( »flice Hour»—9 to li—1 to 4.
gressive dairymen and farmers show
ground that it cleared.
We only had one horse so were oblig- that there is no business which,has a
K.SMITH,
ed to hire all our heavy work done, but greater range of profits than that of the
found this did not pay. Last summer dairy farmer. The records of a hundred
Attorney at Law,
we
sold the horse and bought two. dairy farmers are cited. It was shown
MAINE.
NORWAY,
With them we did all our own plowing that one of them made $2.30 for every
Collection» a Specialty. and for two of our
Hume Block.
neighbors. There dollar invested in feed for his cows,
while a neighbor made $1 and another
was about an acre that we cut the hard
A PARK.
wood growth from two years ago that lost 50 cents. All had the same soil and
First we mowed same markets. The difference in their
we began to clear up.
Attorneys at Law.
it all clean and burned the brush; then profits, he concludes, must be. accounted
MAINS.
BETHEL,
hauled off about 100 tone loose stones for largely by the difference in the inS lierJ· C. Park.
A MUon B. derrick.
and as bard wood stumps will not rot telligence put in the business.
Prof. Farrington, of the Wisconsin
readily, we begau pulling them with the
S. HARLOW,
horses. On the large ones, some of dairy school, sums up the different
was
which were one foot in diameter, it
methods of ekimming in the following
Attorney at Law,
uecesssary to cut a ureat many roots so brief manner: "These methods are
MAINE.
the
all
before
them
didn't
we
DIXFIELD,
pulled
get
the shallow pans, the deep setting cans
of milk in cold water, the water or
ground froze.
In the spring we shall finish pulling aquatic separator and the centrifugal
Jt WHEELER,
the stumps and plow it and sow it to separator. The water separator ie so
which make one of the inferior a method that it is not used by
oats and
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, best feedspeas,
for dairy cows there is. the best dairymen at the present time;
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.
With oat and pea hay, clover hay and the other three methods are still in use,
Alton C. Wheeler.
Jame* 8. Wright.
good corn silage it will be necessary to but the centrifugal separator is the most
feed very little grain to the cows. We efficient of them all. The losses of buthave no silo but intend to build one ter fat in the skim milk are greatest
We keep eight grade Jersey when milk is set in shallow pans. Deep
soon.
cows and make butter,
using all the setting in cold water is a little better,
modern appliances, including a sepa- but the centrifugal separator may be
14 Main St., Norway, Me.
rator, a butter worker, barrel churn and run su as to leave one-tenth per cent
Babcock tester. We made 1717 pouuds butter fat in the skim milk. It has
butter from six cows in the year 1D05.
been estimated that the losses of butter
We are feeding a larger and better fat by the different methods of skimbethau
ever
winter
grain ration this
ming the milk of 20 cows in a year
fore. It is made up of hominy feed, amount to $120 by the shallow pan
gluten feed, and mixed wheat feed, setting.
equal parts by weight, and feeding about
Bulletin No. 222 of the Cornell UniWe sell
7 1-2 pounds daily to a cow.
versity is entitled, "Record of an AtAll Kinds of Pipe Repairing, Lead all our butter to private customers at 25 tempt to Increase the Fat in Milk by
cents a pound the whole year. Last Means of Liberal Feeding." The foland Iron.
year 150 hens laid U4Ô dozen eggs for lowing is a summary of this bulletin:
us.
They did not do as well as they "In a herd of poorly fed cows an abunTelephone 134-11.
should. They bave a good warm house dant
ration, easily digestible and rather
with scratching sheds. They are fed
nitrogenous in character, and continued
w anted.
mash in the morning and grain noon and
two years, resulted in an averbetter through
cent
At the Beeches, a practical farmer night. I suppose they would do
age increase of one-fourth of 1 per
were supplied with meat, shell
if
they
of fat in the milk (or a percentage inand man of all work and his wife. aud
grit all the time, but the prices are crease of about β per cent.) This was
to
Good wages.
hard work to
so high for meat, and it is
accomplished by an increase of about 50
Dr. Charlotte F. Hammond,
get shell and grit in the winter, so they per cent in total amount of milk and fat
in
cold
Paris Hill, Maine. only get it part of the time
produced. The increased production
weather.
so far as the
was secured
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Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hemlock and Poplar, delivered on cam at
any R. R. Station from Pownal to Bethel,
the coming vear.
E. W. PKNLEY, West Paris.
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
May 30, 1904.
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last spring. We are raising them in
double rows, 4 feet apart, with beets
planted between the rows the first seaIf witch grass and other weeds
son.
are to be
kept down they must be cultivated or hoed about once a week.
Strawberries are very profitable in a
good season. We also raise quite a lot
of currants, having about a hundred
bushes, and find they sell well. The
bushes have to be powdered with hellebore about once a week to keep the
worms off.
Our cattle barn is quite warm but
is too dark and has a board door and
much of the liquid manure is wasted.
A tie-up should have plenty of windows
and a tight gutter with covered manure
pits at the end. Farmers should save
all their mauure and raise more feed and
buy less, as it would greatly increase
their profits. As long as so much is
wasted there wili not be much profit.
1 have been taking a correspondence
course in agriculture from the Massachusetts agricultural college and have
learned a great many things about fertilizers, feeds, etc. We have five farm
papers aud 1 read and study them all,
besides many farmers' bulletins. The
farmer who is goiug to get ahead to-day
must read, study aud think. He must
have an idea and work for it; though he
may never get it he will come nearer
success thau by the old, thoughtless,
'slip-shod methods of the past.—Ε. E.
out

MAINE.
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Concentrated Food for Dairy Cows.
The dairy cow will not rise to a maxi-

economically,

food cost of milk and fat is concerned."
—American Farmer.

Special

Purpose cows.
In a recent issue of the The Farmer 1
noticed an article by Charles T. Rossiter, in which he says, "I cannot see
why the general purpose cow is so
popular/' and then he goes on to credit
her with 200 pounds of butter in a year
General

or

which he thinks is very liberal. He
thinks if she does this for ten years and
then is killed her carcass will bring 930
for beef, and he gives her credit for
nothing else. The cow he described I
should sooner think of calling a special
purpose cow than a general purpose
cow. for I don't think there is one cow
in 500, as they will average, that you can
sell her carcass for 150 for beef after she
has given milk for ten years, and if a
man owned such a cow I think she
would be worth two or three special
purpose butter cows to raise beef cattle
from.
What has made the Hereford cattle
so popular in some sections? Not their
dairy qualities, surely. But they would
sell for twice as much as your special
of their
purpose butter cow on account
offspring being valuable for steers, oxen
and beef. In my life I have raised what
I call general purpose cattle, also special
at
purpose cows, and I have received
least two dollars net income from the
regeneral purpose cattle where I have
ceived one from the special purpose
cattle.
Now 1 will tell you what my idea of a
general purpose cow is. She is a cow
that will give a large quantity of fairly
good milk that will yield a large quantity of good butter, and her calves will
be valuable either for veal or to raise for
In your iseue of March 3,
oxen or beef.
is giveu a description of three herds of
what I call general purpose cattle, more
particularly the Shorthorns, owned by
Mr. Uolihan and the Holstein-Frieeians
owned by Mr. Marcou. The Ayrshires
owned by Mr. Stickney made a very
showing for milk and butter, but I

of reasonable production unless
mum
she is fed a sufficient proportion of concentrated food to bring about such a
result. Bulky food can be much more
easily grown on the average farm than
Because of this, concenI concentrated.
trate.! food is more frequently purchased than bulky food, aud is, therefore,
Moreover, it
more expensive relatively.
is my judgment that many dairvmen
feed concentrated foods in excess of the
good
needs of the cows which still further think their
qualities for beef and oxen
adds to the cost of feeding. The dis- are not
equal to the other two breeds.
is
or
this
of
therefore,
cussion
question,
Now as to Mr. Marcou's herd; when you
ought to be of much importance to the get a herd of cattle from which you can
9,003
dairyman.
pick out 23 head that will average
The amounts of concentrated food,
of milk and 416 pounds of butter
pounds
that
food
that is the amounts of grain
in a year, at an average of three years
should be fed to dairy cow» will of and six months of age (and I have no
of
the
nature
influenced
be
by
course,
doubt they would raise calves that
the bulk of food that is given. Sup- would be valuable for veal, steers, oxen
one case eat clover
the
in
cows
pose
and beef for me, I would rather have
or alfalfa hay of prime quality, and in five cows like these to get a net income
the other, they must consume oat from, than 25 special purpose cowe
straw, corn stalks or sorghum, the whose only recommendation is, they
that would suffice
amount of meal
will make 350 pounds of butter in a
along with the clover or alfalfa, would year.—D. L. Brett in New England
the
with
not be enough to feed along
Farmer.
other fodder.
reason
for
the
be
not
enough
It would
Making Grafting Wax.
first, that clover and alfalfa are in themI should like to have you publish a
selves a more nearly balanced ration
formula for making grafting wax.
than the fodders named; second, that
L. W. G.
Munson, Mass.
they are more suitable for milk producGrafting wax, which has been used
tion; aud third, because the cows will with great satisfaction for many years,
consume more of theiu relatively than of
is made as follows: Resin, four parts,
the other foods.
ounces or pounds; beeswax, two part*,
Of course the degree of concentration
and tallow, one part. Melt the inin the food muet be taken in'o account.
gredients in an iron vessel over a slow
be
commeal
the
should
instance,
For
and taking care
in- fire, mixing thoroughly
one
in
the
"f
corn
posed, largely
the not to burn. When well incorporated,
stance and inainly of wheat bran in
in half an hour or so, pour convenient
other, the cow could take larger quantifrom time to time in cold
ties of bran without injury than of coru. proportionswhen
sufficiently cooled, in a
water, and
It I* a more bulky food. In any event
or less, take out and pull like
minute
is
however, even where the feeding
taffy until it becomes light colored,
sufficiently high it is questionable if when
it may be made into rolls three or
more than 3 to 10 pounds of tneal should
four inches long and an inch in diamea
for
cow
milch
prolonged
be fed to a
ter, for convenience in use. A little
period during the season of lactation. tallow, as little as possible, will be
A very large and robust cow may take
necessary on the hands, to prevent
one or two pounds more with profit, but
stickiug. As the sticks are made they
a cow of 1000 pounds live weight does
in another vessel conthan the amounts shou'd be placed
not require more
taining cold water, to harden, after
given above.
which they should be put away in a
cool
place until they are wanted for use.
Waldo
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I notice that nearly all the old horses
farmers have
makee the best exhibit of vegetables, that careful, considerate
and used ever since they were
NORWAT, MâTN». not leu than 10 varieties, a prise of |10 kept
are still perfectly sonnd
will be given; for the second best ex- young colts,
even to twenty-five and
hibit, 95; the third, 12.50. This early and smooth
while many of those
notice is given that the boys may make thirty yean of age,
had a variety of owners are
their plans for entering the competition, that have
need up before they are a dozen years
will do ao, no doubt.
All kinds of Pulp Wood the com- and many
old. Hard driving, poor care, careless
ing year. Correspondence solicited. A gardener who sow· row· of rad- and irregular feeding, overloading, exstorms and oolds, driving
H. D. COLE,
ishes here and there in hie onion patch posure to
snow and over muddy roads,
Bryant's Pond, Me. says he ia not bothered with the onion through
an some of the causes.
Credit. Satlslactioa Guaranteed. Eyes Tested Free.
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She came almost face to face with

Crailey Gray.

By BOOTH TARKINGTON,

Tbe blood went from bis cheeks as a
swallow flies down from η roof. He
started back against tbe opposite wall
with a stifled groan, while she stared
at him blankly und grew as deathly
pale as be.

Author of "The Gentleman From Indiana" and "Monsieur Beauealre"
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returned one,' Betty's cheeks. she trembled no more,
Mny afternoon by the: and a salutation as ley as her father's
was returned t > lilm. He bent his heavy
<1 o'clock lniat, which was
brows upon her and shot a blaek glance
sometimes η day late and
sometimes a few hours early, the lat- her way. being, of course. Immediately
enraged by her reflection of his own
ter contingency arising, as In the present Instance, when the owner was' manner. but he did not speak to her.
Nor did he once address her during
Nelson drove him from the
aboard.
wharf to the bank, where he conferred I the evening meal, preferring to honor
briefly in an undertone with Eugene Mrs. Tanberry with his conversation,
that diplomatic lady's secret anger,
Madrillon, after which Eugene sent · to
utt outward amusement. She cheerfulnote containing three words to Tapto answer him at times,
pingbam Marsh. Marsh tore up the ly neglected
not the slightest awe of him,
note and sauntered over to the club, having
to the girl Instead; Indeed,
where he fouud General Trumble and and turned
she was only prevented from rating
J efforsou lia rea ud.
at his own table by the
"He has come," said Tappingbam, him soundly
fear that she might make the situation
pleased to find the pair the ouly occumore difficult for her young charge. As
pants of the place. "He saw MadrJJsoon as It was possible she made her
lon, and there's a session tonight."
Miss Betty, and they drove
'Trnise the Lord!" exclaimed the escape with
in the twilight to pay visits of
stout general, rising to his feet. "I'll away
Mr. Carewe frowning at
bee old Clieuowetb at once. My lingers duty, leaving
his coffee on the veranda.
have the itch."
When they came home three hours
"And mine, too," said Bareaud. "I'd
later Miss Betty noticed that a fringe
a
have
never
we'd
think
go
to
begiiu
of Illumination bordered each of the
with him again."
windows In the cu"You must see that Crailey comes. heavily curtained
sbe uttered an exclamation,
We want a full table. Drag him if you pola, and
for she had never known that room to
can't get him any other way."
"He won't need urging," said Jeffer- be lighted.
"Look!" sbe cried, touching Mrs.
son.
Tanberry'e arm, as the horses trotted
"But he cut us last time."
of
"Ile won't eut tonight. What hour?" through the gates under a drizzle
"Nine," answered Tappingbam. "It's rain. "I thought the room in the cupola
It's always locked, and
was empty.
to be u full sittiii);. remember."
"Don't fear for us," laughed Trum- when I cauie from St. Mary's he told
that old furniture was stored
ble.
warm

"Now for Crailey," Jefferson added.
"After so long a vacation you couldn't
keep him away if you cbaiued him to
the courthouse pillars. He'd tear 'em
in two!"
But Jefferson did not encounter the
alacrity of acceptance he expected from
Crailey when he found him half an
hour later at the hotel. Indeed, at first
Mr. Gray not only refused outright, but·

seriously urged

the same course upon
Jefferson. Moreover, his remonstrance
was offered In such good faith that
Bareaud, in the act of swallowing one
of his large doses of quinine, paused
with only half the powder down bis
throat, gazing, nonplused, at his pro-

spective brother-in-law.
"My Immortal soul!" he gasped. "Is
this Crailey Gray? What's the trou-

ble?"

uruy
quieiiy.
repueu
"N'otUing,''
"Only don't go; you've lost enough."
"Well, you're a beautiful one!" Jeffersou exclaimed, with an Incredulous
hand. You
laugh. "You're

ajnaster

to talk about losing enough!"
"I know, I know," Cralley began,
shaking his head, "but"—
"You've promised Fanchon never to
go again, and you're afraid Miss Betty
will see or hear us and tell her you
there."
"I don't know Miss Carewe."
Besides,
"Then you ueedu't fear.
she'll be out when we come and asleep
She will never know
when we go.
we've been In the house."
"That has nothing to do with it,"
said Cralley Impatiently, and he was
the more earnest because he remembered the dangerous geography of the Cawere

house, which made it impossible

for any one to leave the

cupola

room

except by the long hall which passed
"I will not go, and,
certain doors.

what's more, I promised Fanchon I'd
try to keep you out of It hereafter."
"Lord, but we're virtuous!" laughed
the incredulous Jefferson. "I'll couie
for you at a quarter to 9."
"I will not go. I tell you."
"Yes, you will.
Jefferson roared.
You couldn't keep from It If you tried!"
And he took hinise'.f uff, laughing violently. again promising t > call for Cralley on his way to the tryst and leaving
him still warmly protecting that it
would be a great folly for either of
them to go.
Cralley looked after the lad's long,

thin f:,'?.re with au expression as near
ho
anger as he ever wore. "'Ile'II go,"
sa'.d to h::.:se!.r.
"And—ah. well—I'll have to risk It!
I'll go with him. but only to try to
bring l:!m away early—that Is, as early
as It's safe to be sure that they are
asleep downstairs. And I won't play.
No, I'll not play; I'll not play."
He went out of the hotel by a side
Some distance up the street
door.

Bareaud was still to be seeu. lounging
homeward iu the pleasant afternoon
sunshine. Ile stopped on a corner and
serenely poured another quinine powder Into himself nnd threw the paper to
a couple of pigs that looked up from

the gutter maliciously.
"Confound him!" said Cralley, laughing ruefully. "He makes me a missionary—for I'll keep my word to Fanchon In that, at least! I'll look after
Jefferson tonight. Ah. I might as well

There is no other season when good
medicine is so much needed M in the

Spring.

The blood ie impure, weak and

impoverished—a

condition indioated

eruption· on th·
by pimples
face and body, by deficient vitality,
lose of appetite, lack of strength, and
and other

want of animation.

Hood's Sarsaparllta
and Pills

Hake the blood pur·, vigorous and

rich, create appétit·, five vitality,
strength and aaimation, and our·
all eruption·. Have the whole family
b«gin to tak· them today.
"Hood'· (atsaperllla bas been used la
family for seme time, ant always with
Rood molts. Last sprint I vu «11 ran
•own and get a bottte of It. an· as msoal
Mias Inui
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ear
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hespt

pram Im· t»
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of great resource In

come; he tad well counted the danger
to himself, and this one time in his life
had gone to the cupola room out of
good nature. But Bareaud had been
obstinate, and Cralloy had come away
alone, hoping that Jefferson might follow. And here he was, poor trapped
rat, convicted and ruined because of a
good action! At last he knew consistency to be a jewel and that a «reedy
boy should never give a crust; thut a
tool should slick to his folly, a villain
to his deviltry and each hold bis own;
for the man who thrusts a good deed
into a life of lies is wound about with
perilous passes, ami in his devious
ways a thousand unexpected damna-

tions spilng.
Beaten, stunned, hang-jawed with
despair, he returned her long, .dumfounded ga7.0 hopelessly and told the
truth like un inspired dunce.
"I came-1 came—to bring another
man away." he whispered brokeuly;
I

3. W

f

Ί

there."
Mrs. Tanberry was grateful for the
darkness. "He may have gone there to
read," she ansAvered lu a queer voice.
"Let us go quietly to bed, child, so as
not to disturb him."
Hetty had as little desire to disturb
her father as she had to see him; therefore she obeyed her friend's injunction
and went to her room on tiptoe. The
house was very silent as sbe lit the

candles on her bureau. Outside the
gentle drizzle and the soothing tinkle
from the eaves were the only sounds.
Within there was but the faint rustle
of garments from Mrs. Tanberry'e
room. I'reseutly the latter ceased to be
heard, and a wooden moan of protest
from the four poster upon which the
good lady reposed announced that she
had drawn the curtains and wooed the

Face tu J<tcc with Crallcy Gray.

rulers of Nod.
Although it was one of those nights
of which they say, "It Is a good night
to sleep," Miss Betty was not drowsy.
She had half unfastened one small sandal, but she tied the ribbons again and
seated herself by the open window.
Peering out into the dismal night, she
found lier own future as black, and It
seemed no wonder that the sisters
loved the convent life; that the pale
nuns forsook the world wherein there
was so much useless unkiudness, where
women were petty and jealous, like

and, ut the very moment, several
heavy, half suppressed voices broke in-

taik overhead.
The white haud that held the caudle
wavered, aud the shadows glided iu a
huge, grotesque dauce. Twice she essayed to speak before she could do so,
at the saiue moment motioning him
to eager

back, for he had tuade
toward her.

"1 aiu not faiut.
from up there?"
cupola stairs.

again.

Another luce heipeu uer 10 sum uui.
the recollectiou—that of the muu who
liail coiue to muss to meet her
tiny morning and with whom she had
taken η long walk afterward. lie had

I

yester-1

shown her u qualut old English garden·
er who lived on the bank of the river,
had bought her u bouquet, and she had
helped him to select another to send to
IIow beautiful the Howa sick friend.
crs were and how happy he had made
the morning for her with his gayety,
his lightness and his odd wisdom! Was
it only yesterday? Her father's com-

ing had made
old.

yesterday

a

a

vague gesture

Do you uieau, away
She pointed to the

"Yes."
"Have—have you Been my father?"
The question came out of such a
was
depth of iucredulousness that it
thau
more au articulation of the lips
with It,
η sound, but be caught it, und.

that cowardly Fanchon, and men who
looked great were tricksters, like Fauchon's betrothed. Miss Betty clinched
her delicate lingers. She would not reface
member that white, startled

hope, but the shadow of a shadow
of hope, a hand wuving from the far
shore to the swimmer who has been
Did she fear for his
down twice.
sake?"
"No—I huve not seen him." He waa
not

I
I
I groping blindly.
I "You did not come from that room?"
I
I
I

J
;

"But—I heard you

I othe»· direction."

come from

the

But the continuously pattering rain
and the soft drip, drop from the roof,
(hough as mournful as she chose to
find them, began after awhile to weave

I He was breathing quickly. He saw
I his chance—if Jefferson Bareaud did
I not come now.
down the

moved upon the surface of
ber thoughts. Her chin, resting upon
her hand, sank geutly until her head
almost lay upon her relaxed arms.
"That Is mine, Crailey Gray!"
She sprang to her feet, Immeasurably
startled, one hand clutchlug the back

colIle set his utmost will at work
lect himself and to think hard and fast.
"I fame here resolved to take a man
said. "I
away, come what would!" he
found the door open, went to the foot
of that stairway, then I stopped. I remembered something. I turned and
was
away when you opened the

hear me come

"You did not
their somnolent spells, and she slowly
stall's." He leaned toward her, risking
drifted from reveries of unhappy sorts I
It all on that.
into half dreams, in which she was
"No."
still aware she was awake, yet slum-1
"Ah!" A sigh too like a gasp burst
cur-1
the
from
stirring
ber, heavy eyed,
from Crnlley. Ills head lifted a little,
I
small
the
with
night
her
beside
tains
and his eyes were luminous with an
breeze, breathed strange distortions I
that was almost anguish.
eagerness
imand
drowsy
upon familiar things,

possibilities

of her chair, the other tremulously
pressed to her cheek, convinced that
her father had stooped over her and

shouted the sentence In her ear. For
it was hie voice, and the house rang
with the words. All the rooms, halls,
and even the walls, still seemed murmurous with the sudden sound, like the
of a bell after it has been

I

to

going

I door."
I

J

"You remembered what?"
The flicker of hope In his breast Increased prodigiously, anil the rush of It
took the breath from his tlirout aud
\Yns she
Good God!
choked him.

I
I
I going to believe him?

I

"I remembered—you!"
"What?" «lie said wonderlngly.
Art returned wil'i a splendid bound,
full plnlone I. hi·» beautiful and trench·

I

FIFTY CENTS
IN
'

they

obsolete for young ladies as an
explanation for all unpleasant sensations, they were Instructed to have
nerves." This was Miss Betty's first
consciousness of her own, and, desiring no greater acquaintance with them,
■he told herself It was unwholesome to
fall asleep in a chair by an open window when the night was a· sad as she.
Turning to a chair in front of the
small oval mirror of her bureau, she
unclasped the brooch which held her
lace collar and, seating herself, began
Suddenly eh·
to unfasten her hair.
paused, her uplifted arms falling mecome

chanically

slleot for ft moment, the h envy tresses
of her hair, half unloosed, falling upon

her neck and left shoulder like the

I folds of a dark

drapery,

conditions the

gain from the

use

of Scott's Emulsion is
very rapid. For this
reason we put up a
fifty-cent size, which is
enough for an ordinary

cough or cold or useful
as

a

trial for babies

and children. In other

(

gain

is
cannot
slower—health
be built up in a day.
In such cases Scott's
Emulsion must be taken
conditions the

to her sides.

Some one was coming through the
long hall with a soft, almost Inaudible
■tep, a step which was not her fathers.
She knew at once, with Instinctive certainty, that It was not he. Nor was it
Nelson, who would have shuffled; nor
coald it be the vain Mamie, nor one of
the other servants, for they did not
sleep In the boose. It was a step more
like a woman's, though certainly It was
not Mrs. Tanberry'e.
Betty rose, took a candle and stood

some

nourishmenti a food
rather than a medicine.
It's a food for tired and
weak digestions.

as

HwHoftmMwh
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my
could be. lie has always thrown everything away, bis life, bis talents, all
bis money and all of mine, for the sake
of—throwing them away! Some other
must tell you about that room, but It
bas ruined my friend. Tonight 1 dis-

covered that he had been summoned
here, and I made up my mind to come
and take him away. Your father bas
β worn to sboot me if I set foot In his
bouse or on ground of bis. Well, my
duty was clear, and I came to do It
And yet I stopped at the foot of the
stair because—because I remembered
that you were Robert Carewe's daughter. What of you If I went up and

harm came to me from your fatherT
for I swear I would not have touched
iiim! You asked me not to speak of
'personal' things, and I have obeyed
you, but yon see I must tell you one
thing now. I bave cared for this friend
)f mine more than for all else under
lieaven, but I turned and left him to
ils ruin and would a. thousand times

rather than bring trouble upon you!
Ά thousand times?' Ah, I swear it
should be a thousand times a thousand!"
He hud paraded in one speech from
the prisoner's dock to Capulet's garden, and her eyes were shining into
bis like u great light when he finished.
"Go

quickly!"

quickly!

<»o

she

quickly!"

whispered,

"(jo

"But do you understand?"
"Not yet, but I sbuii. Will you go?
They might come—my father might
come—at any moment."
"But""Do you want to drive me quite
mad? Please go!" She laid a trembling, urgent hand upon his sleeve.
"Never, until you tell me that you
understand," replied Cralley firmly, listening keenly for the slightest sound
from overhead. "Never—until then!"
"When I do 1 shall tell you; .now I
only know that you must go."
"But tell me"—
"You must go!"
There was a shuttling of chairs on the
floor overhead, and Cralley went. He
went even more hastily than might
huve been expected from the adamantine attitude he had just previously assumed.
Realizing this as he reached
the wet path, be risked stealing round

to her window.
"For your sake!" he breathed, and,
having tlnis forestalled any trifling imperfection which might arise in her recollection of his exit from the bouse, he
disappeared, kissing his hand to the
rain as he ran down the street.
Miss Betty locked her door and pulled
close the curtains of her window. A
numerous but careful sound of footsteps «'nine froiu the hall, went by her
door and out across the veranda. Silently she waited until she heard her
father go alone to his room.
She took tiic candle and went iu to
Mrs. Taniterry. She set the light upon
α table, pulled u chair close to the bedside and placed her cool baud lightly

the great lady's forehead.
"Isn't It very late, child? Why are

on

you not asleep?"
"Mrs. Taniterry, I want to kuow why
there was a light lu the cupola room

tonight?"

Mrs. Tanberry rolled herself as upright as possible and sat with
blinking eyes.
"I want to know what I am sure you
know and what I am sure everybody
knows except me. What were they doing there tonight, and what was the
between Mr. Vanrevel and my

"What?"

quarrel

much to ni· estate in mat way, ana in

Rouen always with a certain coterie,
Which wu Joined several year· ago by
the man you came to save last night
Tour devotion to Mr. Gray has been
the most beautiful thin* In your life. I
know all that the town knows of that, except the thousand hidden sacrifices you
have made for him, those things which
no one will ever know. (And yet, you nee
I know them after all.) For your sake
because you love him, I will not even call
him unworthy.
I have heard-from one who told unwillingly—the story of the night two years
ago when the play run so terribly high,
and how In the morning when they went
away all were poorer except onc-thelr
host; how Mr. Gray had nothing left In
the world und owed my father a gr.-ai
■urn, which was to be paid in twenty-four
hours; how jou took everything you had
saved in the years of hurd work at your
profession :. iJ iwrrowed the rest on your
word and t-rou^lit it to my father that
afternoon; how, when you hud paid your
friend's debt, you asked my father r.ot to
play with Mr. Gray again, and iny father
made that liis excuse to send you a chalYou laughed at the chullerigelenge.
and you could afford to laugit at It.
But tills lu ull shame, shame for Robert
Car·we's daughter. It seems to me that 1
should hide and not lirt mv head; that I
being of my father s blood, could never
look you in the face agnln. It Is so unspeakably painful and ugly. I thin!: of
my father'* Miff pr.'de and his look of the
eagle—and he «till plays with your friend,
almost always "successfully!" And your
friend still comes to play! Hut 1 will not
speak of that side of it.
Mr. Gray lias made you poor, but 1
know it was not thut which made you
come
seeking him lust night, whin I
found you there In the hall. It was for
his sake you came—and you went away
for mine. Now that I know, at last—now
that I have heard what your life has h> en
(and, oh. I heard so much more than I
have written!)—now that my eyes have
been opened to see you as you are, 1 ain
proud and glad and humble that I «an
believe that >ou felt a friendship for me
"for
strong enough to have made you go
my sake." Vou will write to me Just once
won t you?— and tell me if tlure was any
error In what I listened to, but you must
X :: that 1
not come to tin· garden.
know you I cannot meet you clandestinely again. It would hurt the < i :ity which
I feel In you now and my own poor dignity—such as it Id! 1 have be.-n earnestly
wurned of th»· danger to you. H Ides,
1 am all
you must let me test myself.
fluttering and frighten· .1 and excited.
1 >o not
^ou will obey me, won't you?
com«·

until 1 sri.d l'or you.

ELIZABETH CAR 12WE.
Mr. Gray. occupied with liis toilet
about noon, heard liis partner descending to the office with η heavy step, nud
Issued from his room to call a hearty
Tom linked back over liis

greeting.

though
shoulder and replied oh
witli a certain embarrassment, but
Crnlley, catching sight of lii< fs.ee, uttered a sharp ejaculation and came

down to liiin.
"Why. what's the matter, Tom?
You're not going to be sick';"
"I'm all right, never fear!" Torn
laughed, evading the other's eye, 'Tin
going out in the country on some busibe back
ness, and I «hire say I shall i: »i
for a couple of days. It wlil be all up

and down the county,"
"Can't I go for you? You d m't look
able"—
"No. no. It's something I'll have to
attend to myself."
"Ah, I suppose." said CTailey gently,
"I suppose it's Important and you
couldn't trust me to handle it. WellGod knows you're right! I've shown
I
you -often enough how incompetent
nui to do anything but write jingles!"
"You <!·> som.· more of them—without
They're worth
the whisky, Crailey.
more than all the having that Gray &
Vanrevel have ever done or ever will

do.
Goodby—and be kind to vottr
self,"
lie descended to the first landing, and
then, "Oh. Crailey," he called with the
air of having forgotten something he

had meant to say.

"Yes, Tom?"
"This morning at the postoifice I

found a letter addressed to me. I openHe hesitated, and uned It and"—
easily shifted his weight from one foot
to the other with a feeble, deprecatory

said In a

gentle

much?"

voice:

come

to

"Yes," said Miss Betty.

CHAPTER XIII.
OM YAXREVEL always weDt
to the postoffice soon after the
morning distribution of the
^*^*1 mail; that is to say, about 10
o'clock, ami returned with the letters
for the firm of Gray & Vaurevel, both
personal and otilclul. Cralley and he
shared everything, even a box at the
postofflce, and in front of thie l>o\ one
morning, after α nighi: of rain, Tom
stood staring nt u white envelope bearing a small black seal. The address
was lu a writing he had never seen before, but the instant It fell under his
eye he was struck with a distinctly
pleasura ble excitement.
Suddenly and without reason he
knew that it came from Elizabeth Cn-

ed from Craûey's sight.
Noon found Tom far out on the National road, creaking along over the
yellow dust In a light wagon.
Ile stopped at every farmhouse aud
cabin, and where the young men work-

came

stumping

excitedly

You git tbe whole blame tire department out and enlist 'em before morning Take 'em down to the Bio (îrande,
And you needn't be
you hear me?
afraid of their putt in* it out, if it
ketches atlre. ueitber!"

Tom waved his hand and passed on,
but at the open doors of tbe Catholic
church he stopped and looked up and
down the street, and then, unnoticed,
entered to the dim interior, where tbo
few candles showed only a beut old
woman in black kneeling at tbe altar.
Tom knew where Elizabeth C'arewe
knelt each morning. He stepped softly
through the shadowy silence to her
place, knelt «Hid rested his head ui»on
tbe rail of the bench before him.
The street was quiet when lie emerged
from that loru vigil. The corner groups
had dissolved.
Shouting youths no
longer patrolled the sidewalks. Only
one quarter showed signs of life—the
little clubhouse, where the windows
still shone brightly and whence came
the sound of many voices settling the
destinies of the United States of AmerTblllier Tom Lent his steps
ica.
thoughtfully and with a quiet mind.
There was a small veranda at the side
Here be stood unobof the house.
served to liHik in upon his noisy and

agitated frleuds.

They were all there, from the old
general and Mr. Bareaud to the latter'»
son, Jefferson, and young Frank Cben-

Truuible was proposing a
owetb.
health to the president lu a voice of

fury.

"In spite of all the Cralley Grays ana
traitors this side of hades!" be finished

politely.
Crailey emerged instantaneously Horn
tbe general throng aud uiouuted a
chair, tossing his light hair back from
bis forehead, his eyes sparkling and

happy.

"You liud your own friends al-

ready occupying the place you mentioned, do yoff, general';" lie asked
General Truuible stamped auU sUjjIC

"You're a spawu of Aaron
bis list.
Burr!" he vociferated. "There's not a
mau here to stand by your infernal
You sueer at your own
doctrines.
state, y oil sueer at your owu coun.ry,
hat
you delile the sacred ground!
are you. by the Almighty, who attack
your native laud in this her hour of
"l'eril to uiy native land! laughed
"From Santa Auua?"
"The genemil's right, sir," exclaimed
the elder Cheuoweth indignantly, and
most of the listeners appeared to agree
with him. "It's a poor time to ubuse
the president when he's called for volunteers and our country is in danger,

Cralley.

sir'"

"Who Is in danger?" answered Cral-

ley, lifting

his band to still the clamor
of approbation that arose. "Is l'olk in
danger, or congress? But that would
be too much to hope! Do you expect
to see the greasers in Washington? No,
you iiiiots, you dou'l! Yet there 11 be
plenty οΓ men to suffer aud die, aud
the lirst should be those who thrust
this war on us aud poor little Mexico.
But it won't be they. The uieu wlio ll
do the lighting and dying will be the
country boys aud the like of us lioui
the towns, while Mr. l'olk sits planning
And
how he can get elected again.
you ask me to drink the health oi the
politician who sits at home aud sends
his fellow men to die to iix bis rotten

rosebud that he

was

Vanrevel—I believed you last
night, though I did not understand. Uut
I understand now—everything—and. bitter
to me as the truth Its, I must show you
plainly that I know all of It, nor can I

rest until I do .show you. I want you to
answer this letter—though 1 must not see
In your
you again for u long time—und
answer you must net inc right If I am
anywhere mistaken In what I have learn-

ed.

At first. and until after the second time
we met, I did not believe in your heart,
though 1 did In your mind und humor.
Even since then there Imve com· strange,
small, inexplicable mlstrustings of you,
but now I throw them all uway und trust
Monxlcur Cltlxen Goorges
you wholly,
Mellhac!—I shall always think of you In
those imposalhlc garnishments of my poor
great-unele, and I persuade myself that
he must havo been a little like you.
I trust you because I have heard the
■tory of your profound goodness. The
flrst reason for my futher's dislike was
the right of all
your belief In freedom as
men.
Ah. It Is not your pretty exaggerations and flatteries (1 laugh at them!) that
and
speak for you, but your career Itself
the brave things you havo done! My father's dislike flared Into hatred because
dlacovered that
you worsted him when he
he could not successfully defend the
back upon
wrong against you and fell

sheer insult.
He Is α man whom 1 do not know—
strange as that seems as I write it. It
Is only to you, who have taught me so
much, that I could write It. I have tried
to know him and to realise that I am his
daughter, but we are the coldest acquainta
ances, that Is all, and I cannot see how
change could come. I do not understand
him; least of all do I understand why he
is a gambler. It has been explained to m·
that It Is his great passion, but all I comprehend In these words la that they are
full of shame for his daughter.
This Is what was told me: He has always played heavily and skillfully, adding

LINCOLN'S DISPOSITION.
Ordinarily Cbrrrful, It livid a Strain
of Drop Melancholy.
II«»l>eful mill cheerful as hi· ordinarily
seemed, tlient was in Mr. Lincoln's dis-

ed the poison of decaying vegetation.
Insufficient shelter, storms, the «-old of
winter, savage enemies and the cruel
labor that killed off all hut the hardiest
of them had at the same time killeil the
ga.vety of an easier

happy-go-lucky

ber.
Vanrevel went to his own room, locked the door and took the letter from
his pocket. At last, after examining all
the blades of his pocketknife, he selected one brighter than the others and
loosened the flap of the envelope as
gently and carefully as if It had been

heaven

position a strain of deep melancholy.
This was not peculiar to liim alone, for
the pioneers as a race were soin lier
rattier than gay. Their lives had been
passed tor (fenerations under the most
trying physical «.'«alitions, uear malaria
Infested stivams ami where they breatb-

lie walked back quickly to his office
with the letter lu the left pocket of his
coat, threw the bundle of general correspondence upon his desk, went up to
the floor above and paused at his own
door to listen. Deep breathing from
indicated that .Mr.
across the hail
Gray's soul was still Incased In slum-

of a

carvings,

down the middle of tbe street, where be
walked for fear of tbe eracke In the
wooden pavement, which were dangerous to his art leg wbeu he came from
the Uoueu House bar. as ou the present
occasion, lie bailed Tom by name.
-You're the Intl. Tom Vanrevel! be
shouted. "You're the man to lead the
bove out for the glory of tbe state.

-I'll see General Truuible In
for you. It's on my table."
lie turned and, calling a final good- before I'll driuk It!"
by over his shoulder, went clattering
(TO BR OOHTDiCm]
noisily down to the street ntul vanish-

rewe.

the petal
1 opening.
Dear Mr.

An οια man, a coboier, who
had left η leg at Tippecanoe and replaced It wltli a wootlen one, ebairtdy
decorated with designs of his
streets

laugh.
"Yes. what of It?"
be η mistake. jobs for him!" Crailey had persuaded
"Well, there seemed
I think It must have been meant for himself into such earnestness that the
a
depth of his own feeling almost choked
you. Somehow, she-she's picked up
lu hie
many wrong impressions, nud, him. but he finished roundly
good
matter that
Lord knows how, but she's uiixed our beautiful, strong voice: "I'll drink for
names up and—and I've left the letter the good punch's sake. But that health

father that had to do with Mr. Gray J"
Mrs. Tanberry gazed earnestly Into
the girl's face. After a long time she

"Child, has it

"No."
"How did you enter the house?"
The draft through the hall was blowing upon him: the double doors upon
the veranda had been left open for cool"There," he said, pointing to
ness.

fortnight I them.

tinkling
be old Tom Vanrevel, Indeed!"
Meanwhile Mr. Carewe had taken struck. And j'et—everything was quiet.
Hie
She pressed her Angers to her forepossession of his own again.
the mate of
daughter ran to the door to meet him. head, trying to untangle
this shock
She was trembling α little and, blush- dreams which bad evolved
clamor In her fasudden
the
her
both
for
out
held
her,
and
smiling,
ing
she hated and
hands to him. so that Mrs. Tauberry ther's voice of α name
a name she
vowed this was the loveliest creature In hoped never to hear again,
was trying to forget, but as she was
the world, and the kindest.
which had
Mr. Carewe bowed slightly, as to an unable to trace anything
the conacquaintance, and disregarded the ex- led to It there remained only not what
clusion that her nerVes were
tended hands.
should be. The vapors having be-

Spring Medicine

man

wae λ

all emergencies which required a quick
tongue, but for the moment this was
beyond bim. He felt himself lost, toppling backward into an abyss, and the
oselessnesi of his destruction made
bim -physically sick. For he need not
have beeu there; he had not wished" to

.uiss

τ.\

rewe

NUMBER 15.

▲t the slight rustle of her rising tue
eroue familiar who bad deserted blm
steps ceased instantly. Her beart set at the crucial lustant, bat she made up
tbe
candle
and
wild
beating,
ap a
for It now, folding him in protective
shook In ber band. But sbe was brave
and breathing through bis spirit
wings
and young, and, followlog an IrresistiIn rapid and vehement whispers be
ble Impulse, sbe ran across tbe room,
poured out the words upon the girl in
flung open tbe door and threw the light the
doorway.
of tbe candle into the hall, holding it
"I have a friend, and I would lay
at arm's length before her.
dowu
life to make him what be

£>Q=

Dota.

purpose cow as you
Where she is debt soon

τ.
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"Why, what'a the matter, Tomf"
ni in the fields liniled them from the
road or hitched his horse to the fence
and crossed the soft furrows to talk
with them. At such times he stood
erect again and spoke stirringly, finding eager listeners. There was one
question they asked him over uud over:
"But are you sure the call will
come?"

"As sure as that we stand here.
And It will come before the week Is
out. We must lie ready!"
Often when he left tliem they would
turn from the work In hand, leaving it
as It was to He unfinished in the fields,
and make their way slowly and
thoughtfully to their homes, while Tom
climbed into his creakiug little wagon
same
once more, only to fall into the
dull, hunched over attitude. lie had
out before he
many things to think
faced Itouen and Crailey Gray ugain,
and more to fight through to the end
with himself. Three days he took for
soft
It, three duys driving through the
weather behind the kind old Jog

Ma;
trotting horse.

But on the evening of the third day
out
he drove Into town, with the stoop
back
of his shoulders and the luster
lie wus haggard, gray,
in his eyes.

They were thoughtful,
form of life.
watchful, wary; capable, Indeed, of
wild merriment, but It has been said
that although a pioneer might laugh he
could not easily l»e made to smile.
Lincoln's mind was unusually sound
and sane and normal. lie had a cheerful, wholesome, sunny nature, yet he
had inherited the strongest traits of the
morepioneers, and there was in him.
α poet'»»
over, much of the poet, with
capacity for Joy and pain. It Is not
manstrange that as he developed Into
hood. especially when Ills deeper nature
began to feel the stirrings of ambition
and of love, that these seasons of dehim
pression ami gloom came upon
with overwhelming force.—Helen Nlcolay in St. Nicholas.

ΓΗΕ BARK OF TREES.
Nature'· Provision For the Hellef of
the UraivInK I'lnnt.

The practical cultivator understands
that nature makes provision forgetting
rid of the bark of trees as the trunk inOn the growth of the
creases iu size.
olive
past season may be seen small
spots. Tht'rte are formations of cork.
From year to year, in subsequent development. these little patclies spread,
really eating their way throusii the
bark. This is the provision which nature makes for finally rifting the bark
in each species of plant. These cork
cells have their own special lines of development. and this Is the reason why
each kind of tree has its own particular
bark. The characrerlsties are so prominent that clever observers can select
different kinds of trees by their bark
As It Is the evident
even nt midnight.
Intention of nature to get rid of old
bark, it Is a great help to the tree to assist nature in this respect, and any
wash or treatment which aids the

and
dusty, but he had solved bis puzzle,
plant In gettiug rid gf It la a practhins was clear in his mind as the
tical advantage. Soapy water wash or
the
He
do.
patted
tiling that he would
lye water Is useful, and even scraping
old horse a hearty farewell us he left
has been found of great advantage.
he
whom
h::n with the liveryman from
In a rough sort of way lime wash is
had birei hitu ami strode up Main
used, the only objection befrequently
street \\ illi the air of a man who is
ing the white and glaring color. It Is.
v.-.K late, but
ft
< ·:.ι. ■«.;··»:o.
:
go!l·,
however, the cheapest and the beat of
the;* v. »·.·<» rivsiv I.M.ix than iwual in
til bark treatment.
on the

one

the v.lij j..s ani more

poj-.le

OtllHl
BackfhM.
Sunday morning holy oommunlon vu
Mr. and Mrt. Lewie Bisbee Spaulding
announce the marriage of their daughter, observed at the Congregational lit church
Oxford
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL Amorilla, to Dr. Frank Waldron Morse, and one member admitted.
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
Mrs. Fred Chandler and dangbters
on Saturday, March 31. They left on the
SECTIONS OP THE COUNTY.
Will be ■pent Sunday in Bethel with Mr·.
afternoon train for the South.
at home to receive,their friends at Can- Chandler's parent*.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINS, APR. 10, 1906.
Pnris HIIL
Tuesday Mrs. W. A. Banting and
ton after May 10.
Carroll Ricker of Boston is visiting family returned to Grove ton.

THE OXFORD BEARS.

■ST A BLI3H Β D 1».

gcmocrat,

$ht

Baptist Church, Bn. K. O. Taylor. putor
Preaching every Sumlay at 10:46 a. M. Sunday
Α τwood A Forbes, School
Sabbath Evening Service at
«I 12 M.
7:30 p. m. T. P. 3. C. K. Tuesday evening.
Editor· ud Pr*prM*n.
Prayer Meeting Thomtay evening at 7 30. Covenant Meeting the last TrMar before the lat
A. E. FORBKB.
GBOK0B M. ATWOOD.
Sunday of tbe month at 330 τ. κ. AU not
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
U nlvereallet church.
Sunday School every
Tuna —$1.80 a year If paid strictly In advance. Sunday at 10:45 A.M.
Otherwise ta.OO a year. Single copie· 4 cent·.
Rev. H. A. Roberts, a former pastor
All lésai advertisements
ADTUTlSKMKHTS :
of the Baptist church here, has recently
are given three consectlve Insertion· for $1J0
per Inch tn length of column. Special contracta gone from Block Island, where he has
made with local, transient and yearly advertisbeen settled, to the pastorate of the
er*.
Baptist church in Montpelier, Vt. On
Job Pawrao —New type, fas* presses, steam | the evening of March 28th Mr. and Mrs.
power, experienced workmen and low prices Roberts were
given a reception at the
combine to make this department of oar basl-1
ne·· complete and popular.
vestry of the church, when they were
welcomed to the city, not only by representatives of that church, but also by
Eventa.
Coming
representatives of the city, the churches,
the young people, and the Y. M. C. A.
April 26.—Fast Day.
Rev. C. à. Knickerbocker of ArlingMay 1. —Oxford Pomona Cirante, Bethel.
ton, Mass., who occupied the pulpit of
the Universalist church so acceptably
NKW ADVERTISEMENTS.
last summer, will conduct an Easter
service at that church next Sunday at
Surpassing Previous Lines.
for
Business.
the
usual hour, 10:45 a. m.
Ready
Next Sunday Is Raster.
Mrs. Ε. H. Jackson, who has been in
A New Name.
Boston for several months, returned
Kaster Opening.
home Saturday.
Young Men's Spring Suite.
Free Jap a T.ac.
J. Munay Quinby of Newton, Mass.,
Guaranteed bv K. A. Shurtleff A Co.
was with his family at Elmhurst over
Important to Parte.

|

Flr»t

—

year, bas been in poor health
for some time, but is reported somewhat better at this time.
The Baptist Sunday School will give
Fast Day.
an Easter concert next Sunday forenoon.
There will be a rehearsal of the music
PROCLAMATION BY THE «OVEKNOR.
to-night at Cummings Hall between
hours of seven and eight All who have
With the advice and consent of the Executive
potted plants to loan will please send
Council, I hereby designate Thursday, the them in to the committee
by 3 p. m.
Twenty sixth 'lay of *prll, Instant, as Fast Day.
Given at the Executive Chamber at Augusta, Saturday.
this twenty·third day of March. In the

eighty-first

year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and Mix, and of the Independence of
the Vnl'ed States of America the one hundred and thirtieth.
Bv the Governor,
William T. Cobb.
Byko.n Boyd,
of
State.
Secretary

Team"

DEFEATS A

Co. D

from

PICKED

TEAM

Wins.

FROM FOUR

LEW1STON.

COMPANIES AT

Co. D, X. (*. S. M., seems to be all
made up of mark.smeo. Its crack shots
have already made more than a state
reputation. Thursday niçbt some of the
others gave a good account of themselves, in fact, a remarkably good account. A team of ten men from Co. I)
went to Lewiston on the special theatre
train and shot a match at the armory
there with a team picked out of the four
companies in Lewiston and Auburn.
The Co. D team did not include the old
crack shots, but was a "rooky team,''
some of the men having been in the
company only a short time, and no one
of them haviut; ever before shot in a
match outside his own company. The
opposing team included three men who
were with the state team at Wakefield
and Sea Girt last year. From the tirst
the Co. D bo va took the lead, and did
not once lose it until the close of the
match, when the score stood 438 to 433.
The detailed scores are as follows:
D,

COMPANY

4 4 4 5 4-21
4 5 5 5 4-23—41

Standing

4
5

Prone,
Noble,

Standing
Proue

Wyman,

4
5

5
5

4
5

3 5
.................5 5

5
4

5
5

4
5

Standing

Proue
W. M. Russell,

1

Standing
Prone.
Tubf>e,
Standing
standing
Prone

Smith,
Standing
Prone
Robinson,
Prone

LKWISToN

AND

Capt. Carver, (Co. CJ
Standing
Prone

Corp. Rellveau, (Co. I.)
Standing,
Prone,
Capt. 1'aul. (Co. D.)
Standing
Prone.
Capt. Mortarty, (Co. I.)
Stan ling.
Prone

Sergt. Snell, (Co. C.)
Stan ling.
(Co. C.)

Prone
Sergt. Hilton,

Standing

Prone
Sanuleld.

(Co. I,)

(Co. I,)
Standing
Prone

4 4 4—20
4 5 5—23—43

3
4

4
4

3
5

4
4

4—18
5-22—40

3
5

4
5

5
4

4
5

4-JO
Γ.-24—44

4 4 4
5 5 4

5
4

5-23
4 -22-44

4 4 4 4 4-20
5 4 5 5 4—23—43

Standing,

Standing

4
4

5-22
5-22-41

5 4 4 3 3-19
5 4 5 5 5 -24—43

Prone
Stevens,

Prone
Corp. Elite,

4
4

5
4

..

Capt. Field», (Co. B.)
Standing,
Prone,
Lyoa, (Co. C,)
Standing,

Al Bl K.V

5
4

4—21
4—à)—11

S 3 3 3
.5 5 5 5

Λ—17
5-35-12

.4
.5

4
4

4
4

3
5

3—IS
4 -22—40

.4
.5

5
5

3
5

4
5

4-20
5-25—45

.5
.4

4
4

4

4

4
5

4-21
4-21—42

.4
.5

4
5

4
5

.5
.5

4 4
5 5

.5
4

4
4

5
5

.5
.5

4
5

4
5

.4
.4

4
4

4
4

DISTRICT.

neighborhood.
School opened

Monday

teacher, Albert Littlehale.

Bryant's

morning;

Pond.

Ted Chase and Tink Judkins are attending school at Hebron Academy.
Odell Bryant of Locke's Mills takes the

place

proving.

place.

Miss Florence Day leaves this week for
York Beach, where she will have charge
of the spring teini of school.
The new bell was placed in position at
the Baptist church, aud the members are
delighted with their gift.
Henry C. Rollins, who is in quite poor
health, is stoppiug with his aunt, Mrs.
Mary Dunham.
James Gorman has moved from A. S.
Bryant's back to Gorman Hill and Mrs.
Georgia Stono is now keeping house for
Mr. Bryant.
Charles Rose of East Woodstock has
hired the James M. Day farm.
Rev. Ε. Z. Whitman, a native of this
town, who has recently resided in Harrison, moved last week with his family to
Topeka, Kansas. They go there for the
benefit of his daughter's health. Mr.
Whitman wiil be employed there by the
Home Missionary Society.
The dramatic club will present their
drama, "The Strike," at Dudley's Opera
House Wednesday evening, April 11.
tas ι neoron.

The roads are in poor condition for
any kind of business, a mixture of bare
ground and deep drifts have to be pass4 4-21
4 5—24—45 ed over every few rods.
Colds are abundant in all directions.
4 5-23
Fred Packard from Massachusetts was
4 4-21—44
iu this place last week calling on rela4 4—21
tives and old friends, and returned to
4
4

5

4—à)
5—24—41

5-25-46

Massachusetts

on

Saturday.

Η. A. Record has bought an incubator
.4
Prone,
and has started in the hen business.
Everett Conant is hauling out the re433
mainder of his wood on the Merrill
land where it can be easily reached.
Oxford Pomona Orange.
last Saturday Mrs. T. L. Rogers had a
Place,
Time, 1st Tuesday in May.
company of fourteen smart workmen
Bethel Grange.
with six horses come to cut a bountiful
noeumu.
pile of wood and haul it to the stable.
In
5th
degree.
Opening
It was all uews to her when they came,
KeiMtrt of Grange*.
She is
as it had not been mentioned.
Conferring 6lta degree.
Music.
▼erv thankful for their kind rememWoiuan'· half-hour. Question .—"Do we apbrance and true benevolence.
prove of club* for women?" Opened by ulster of
Norwar Grange.
Uilead.
Intermission.
r. m.
Suow is melting fast. Soon wheels
51uelc by Choir.
will be on the roads.
Kea<)lng by Sister Ruth He in.
C. F. Saunders and wife from Hanover
Question "Can our farmers afford to raise
their own grain for dairy production?" Opened were in town visiting friends receutly.
by H. II. Mean of Bethel Gringe.
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert have left town.
Keadtiu', Α. Ε Morse.
Manon, of South Paris, tills the vacanOne half hour la charge of lecturer of Bethel
Grange.
cy at the station.
Heading by Round Mountain Grange.
We are pleased to learn that Mr. M.
is
each
instructed
to
Secretary
request
V. Watson is convalescing.
subordinate grange to choose a comSunday, George W. Brigge was in
mittee at once to Took after the brown- town to visit his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
tail and gypsy moths in their vicinity Joseph Brigge.
and report the names of this committee
George Lexton of Shelburne, S. H.,
to Mrs. S. E. Jackson, secretary Oxford has moved his family into the Hicks
Pomona.
house near A. D. Wight's.
Joseph H. Briggs died Wednesday
Fryeburg Academy.
after an illness of about three weeks. He
The spring term opened Tuesday, was a veteran of the Rebellion. Funeral
April 3d, with about one hundred at his late residence Friday.
students in attendance.
School commences in town next MonMiss Walton, the Latin and French day.
will
not
in
school
the
first
be
teacher,
J. W. Bennett has started his birch
week of the term on account of sickneni, mill.
and Miss Alice Stearus of Lovell will
take her place.
Peru.
May Roberts, '05, will be in school
Mr. John McPherson has sold his farm
during the spring term to finish her
to Mr. B. C. Kidder and will have an
course of study that she would have
on the 10th to sell his farming
completed last spring except for sick- auction
tools and stock.
MM.
Mr. M. Hall has sold his farm to Mr.
The academy minstrels will give their
of Dixfield and will have
fourth annual show Thursday night, Henry Bryant
an auction on the 12th. to sell his farmApril 5. There will be a chorus of
ing tools and stock, lie has moved his
twenty-five boys and girls.
family to Turner Conter.
Ervin Getchell cut his knee and went
HIGH PRESSURE DAYS.
at Lewiston for treatMen and women alike have to work to the hospital
but has returned.
ment,
to
hold
hand
with
and
brain
incessantly
Miss Ethel Kidder has gone to Hebron
their own nowadays. Never were the
attend school.
demands of business, the wants of the to
There is a lot of sickness around here.
family, the requirements of society,
more numerous.
The first effect of the
Mason.
praiseworthy effort to keep up with all
these things is commonly seen in a weakDouglas Cushing has bought a pair of
ened or debilitated condition of the ner- work horses of Fred Chapman.
vous system, which results in dyspepsia,
Cyrus Mills ;ind wife are visiting tteir
defective Lutrition of both twdy and daughter, Mrs. Ervin Hutchinson.
Nellie Merrill visited her mother Sunbrain, and in extreme cases in complete
It is clearly seen day.
nervous prostration.
that what is needed is what will sustain
A tine, large buck deer made a visit
the system, give vigor and tone to the through the neighborhood Sunday and
nervee, and
keep the digestive and was seen by several.
assimilative functions healthy and actSteve and Rosa Westleigh visited at
ive. Prom personal knowledge, we can Norway a few days the past week.
recommend Hood's Sarsaparilla for this
A. J. Hutchinson and wife visited at
purpose. It acts on all the vital organs, A. S. Bean's of West Bethel Sunday.
builds up the whole system, and fit·
T. F. Hastings of Bethel waa in town
men and women for these high pressure Monday.
Walter Brown of North Waterford was
days.
in town Monday with Harry Brown's
The Bangor Commercial says that the team; came after hay bought of A. E.
Q. A. R. men of Eastern Maine do not Tyler.
Elden C. Mills viaited at Waterford
look with any favor upon the plan of a
Monday.
parade of the veteran· at the Mate fair at Saturday and returned
J. M. Philbrook was in town the 3d,
Lewiston. They regard it aa an adverscheme and refuse the bait.
looking after oows and oxen.
.4

5
5

4
5

3
5

4—2"
5-24—44

of

Alton

sister,

friends.

Tuesday afternoon at the home of her
mother, Mrs. Horatio Godwin, Miss

Adelmar
Godwin and
Mr.
Minnie
Stearns were united in marriage by Rev.
Mr. Schoonover. They took the afternoon express for a short bridal trip and
proposes to transform the outside, mak- will return to reside with the bride's
ing an ornamental building where an mother. Their many friends extend
ancient structure long has stood.
bearty congratulations.
Rev. Mr. Pottle, who has been ill, is
Thursday evening at the home of the
now improving.
April S is the last Sab- bride's parents at East Bethel, Miss
Rose
Kimball and Mr. Frank Frost were
bath of the year. Mr. and Mrs. Pottle
He has had united in marriage, Rov. C. N. Gleason
are highly esteemed by all.
Mrs. Frost has been in our
a hard year reorganizing church and officiating.
State, as the church foundation had to be village for several years, employed in
all built over, besides many other repairs. the News office and later as clerk for
It is supposed he will return, and we Edward King. Mr. Frost is book-keeper
hope he may reap the fruit of his labors. for Mrs. Tebbets of Locke's Mills.
Chester Tuttle is at home from Bow- The Eastern Star, of which Mrs. Frost is
a member, gave the couple a very pleasdoin for a short vacation.
ant reception at the Howard. They are
STREAKED MOUNTAIN.
to visit Washington.and other cities beThe masquerade ball at Streaked fore their return, and friends are wishMountain Hall proved a success. Ladies ing them a long and happy life journey.
and gentlemeu from the bogs of Ireland
Mrs. Betsey Swift had the misfortune
and from
"Sunny Africa," sailors, to fall and break her hip recently, and
clowns. Red Riding Hood and Topsy, suffers very much.
made the old hall ring with merriment,
Friday evening the public enjoyed a
and not until daylight made lamps un- rare treat in the Mme. Ravi-Brooks connecessary did the music cease and the cert given in Odeon Hall. Mme. Brooks
last dancers depart. There was much has just returned from Italy, and while
surprise at the unmasking, for although visiting her sister, Mrs. Schoonover,
the identity of some could be guessed, kindly consented to be heard in this
there were many who successfully de- concert, which was given with the foltied detection. There was a general lowing programme:
PROOEAMME.
surprise when the gay and festive Topsy
turned out to be a young man from
Cowen
1. Boat Song,
Quartette.
South Paris.
2. The Wltch'e Curse.
Plaisted Whitman is sick with the 3.
Gounod
Ο Divine Redeemer,
measles.
Mme. Ravi-Brook·.
Pearl Maxim is getting out lumber 4. The Princess at the Spinning; Wheel.
Rubinstein—Watson
to build a house one mile this side of 5. Voice· of the Wood,
Quartette.
Buckfield village.
Fall
the
Curee.
β
The
of
(
Toetl
Ralph Stone has returned from 7. Ideate,
Mme. Ravi-Brooks.
Ketchum where he has been at work in
8. The Breaking of the Spell.
a logging camp.
Cuwen
9. Swallowd,
Mme. Ravi-Brooke.
1

ureenwooa.

10.

from Locke's Mills to the Irish neighborhood, the men were delighted with the
scene, and think it has few rivals in the
state. From there the White Mountains
were all in sight, together with scores of
smaller fry, while undoubtedly "distance
lent enchantment to the view." They
found Patrick Flaherty growing more insane us the years go by, so as to be no
longer eafe, and have concluded to take
him to Augusta.
Mrs. Charles Verrill is on the sick list,
and since it is impossible to procure
girl's help for love or money, Mr. Verrill has hired a young man to do the
house work while he takes care of his
sick wife. During the last century girls
were glad to work out for $1.00 per
week, and that is the difference between
then and now.
Mrs. Charles B. Brooks is getting
worse with no prospect of her recovery.
Miss Florence Bryant is visiting in the
neighborhood, and will be with her for a
day or two.
That peddler who called here recently
seemed to bo more than an ordinary
personage: being questioned he eaid he
was a German by birth, but since he had
lived here twenty-two years he considered himself a member of Uncle Sam's
family rather than a subject of Emperor
William. He said he intended to deal
on the square in small trades; but when
a thousand dollars is involved he rather
questions his honesty, which reminded
us of what we have heard more than
once, that "every man has his price."
Good sap weather thus far this week,
and many a gallon of the sweet juice will
be manufactured into syrup or eugar.
Ransom Cole has finished sawing laths
and spool strips, and is now about to
His new
commence on long lumber.
mill is working finely.

Standing

Prone.
G. A. Russell,

ber

Ernest Abbott moved his family to
Milton Plantation April 2d.
George Damont has been released as
5—22
at this station and Mr.
5-25—47 night operator
Harvey takes his place.
4—22
Edwin Thurlow ha* sold his place to
5—24—K>
Bert Fuller aud will move to the home

5
5

Webber.

Durgin

on

The etoruiv March line come anil fcone at 'ast,
Wlh wind, ami cloud, and ektee of gray and

standing
Prone.

3
4

MICA

funeral

of Poland bas re- from well, often saying he wanted to go
Mrs. Beau- with sister, and after a few days of
bronchial pneumonia the wish was grantroth.
Rev. Mr. Pottle has some young grand- ed. Alton was a very bright and lovdaughters visiting him from Weetbrook. able child and the neighbors and friends
When one of the little girls heard that express the deepest sympathy for the
she had another little sister at home (the mother who has been callwi to part with
fifth), she declared that God waa mean her two little ones within five weeks.
when they had been praying for a little The fnneral was attended by Rev. Mr.
brother so long. It might Be well to in- Schoonover, pastor of the M. E. church.
troduce the Rockefeller diet.
Wednesday at high noon at the home
Alas for Hartford. Many of her citi- of the bride's mother, Mrs. A. M. Clark,
zens have emigrated to this village of Mies Ruby Clark and Mr. William Ellate years, and now they have taken to dridge of Rockport, Mass., were united
shooting "the balance that was left of in marriage by Rev. C. N. Gleason, pasthe remainder.'0 Can it be that Wil- tor of the Congregationalist church, of
liam's removal to this village, (Hartford's which the bride was an active member.
last representative of the press) has any- Relatives and near family friends were
present. After the ceremony refreshthing to do with the situation?
The Buckfield Literary Club voted ments were served and the couple left
Tueeday to furnish funds for one electric on the afternoon express for their home
in Rockport, where Mr. Eldridge is
light.
Mrs. Wm. Bridgham and Master Syd of superintendent of schools. The happy
Lewiston are visiting her daughter, Mrs. couple carry the best wishes of a host of
Mrs. Elmer

cently called

of C. A. Brown as assistant at the
Grand Trunk station.
Repairs on the interior of the Universalist church have been completed, and
services will be held there April 8, conducted by Rev. F. H. Cole of Mechanic
Falls.
Mr. Granville N. Felt who has been
suffering from nervous prostration is im-

NOHWAY.

Richardson,

MT.

Mr. and Mrs. Hardy have moved to
cheir new home which they bought of
W. E. Cooper.
W. E. Cooper has bought the Eugene
Curtis farm in Tnelltown.
Miss Katherine Royal and friend, Miss
Alma Warren, teachers in Massachusetts,
have enjoyed two weeks1 vacation with
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Royal.
Mrs. Mary Davis and daughter of
Haverhill. Mass., are etopping with Mrs.
Davis1 niece, Mrs. H. D. Tuttle. Mrs.
Davis is very ill with pneumonia and is
cared for by Miss Norwood, a trained
nurse from Portland.
Mrs. Drake has been very ill. Both
ladies are slightly better.
Sidney Thayer is in poor health. Dr.
Littletield is attending the three families.
S. O. Colby has a new gasoline engine
and saw. He is sawing wood for the

the

visiting friends at Gardiner, son of Ernest and Carrie PenMechanic Falls.
ley, was held at the home of Mis. PenMrs. Emma Jewett, wbo has been ill, ley's parents. Since the death of little
is improving.
Rath, the little boy had seemed far

Fred Record.
Dr. A. E. Cole has taken the building
known as the old Parsons shop and made
Sunday.
a beautiful store of the front, steel ceilThere will be asocial dance at Acading, counters, show cases, in which are
emy Hall, Friday evening,.April 13th.
Yankee notions, etc. In the rear he has
in
his
Hon. George F. Hammond, now
his dental rooms. As time moves on he

For Sale
A New Lot of Plumbing Goods.
Dr. Parmenter.
Administratrix" Sale.
Agricultural Insurance Co.
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
For Sale.
Pigs for Sale.

"Rooky

Wednesday

relatives.
Mrs. Ada Sbaw is

blue;

I heard the ruxhlng of the wintry blast.
That through the drear anil enowy valley flew.
Bryant In retrospect, and In a longer measure.

—

The selectmen are around this week

trying to find out bow rich we mortals
are.
They report hay scarce in some
sections, and stock more than usually
spring poor. Going over Howe. Hill

Oxford.
The Congregationalist Ladies' Circle
met with Mrs. Newport Thursday.
Miss II. E. Hersey of Boston has sold
the homestead of her grandfather, the
late Jairus Keith, to Mr. Harry Hayes of
Baltimore.
Mrs. Ν. T. Fisher is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Ellis, in Portland.
Mrs. Hazen has returned from Portland.
F. B. Andews attended the Pomona at
South Paris.
Married April 4th, by Koscoe Staples,
Esq., Alonzo Kimball and Pearl Hannah
Morse, both of Oxford. A large number
of guests were present and the gifts
Refreshments were
were numerous.
served.
Whooping cough, German measles and
chicken pox are on the list of diseases
among the children.
Wilson's Mills.
Bean and Hamlin's crews and teams
have been passing through here from the
Kennebago region the past week, also
horses belonging to the Berlin Mills Co.
March has been giving us the nearest
to winter weather we have had the past
season.

given

a sur-

28th, the occasion being her 19th
day, at her home on the Diamond

birthFarm.

Miss Cora E. Bennett was

prise party Wednesday evening, March

The Betrothal.

The quartette was composed of Rev.
A. D. Colson, Dr. and Mrs. Wight and
Miss Bessie Andrews. Mise Alice Russell
as substitute in one selection. The story
of the Witch's Curse was read by Rev.
Mr. Schoonover and illustrated by tableaux under direction of Mrs. Schoonover which were very fine. Mme. Brooks
is a teacher of vocal music of high reputation and teaches the Italian method.
She has the easy, natural song of the
bird and with her culture she sings with
a spirit that inspires the true lover of
music. Much praise is due Rev. and
Mrs. Schoonover for their untiring
efforts which were crowned with success
in every way.
The Howard has been sold as a private residence if report is correct.
west

Sumner.

Baptist society pave a social in the
vestry Wednesday. Although there were
not quite as many present as usual, they
made up in sociability what they lacked
in numbers. Dinner was in charge of
The

Mrs. I. O. Swift and Mrs. D. D. Small
and the wants of the inner man were
abundantly provided for. There were
After the
about (10 persons present.
tables were cleared away the following
programme was carried out:

Song—Sweet

Adeline.

R. N. Stetson and Mrs. Maldle Moody Bearcc.
Recitation—The Fox and the Crow,
Rertha Swift.
R N. stetson.
Sonic—Uncle Joeh,
Mrs. Hearce.
Recitation—Jlnln' the .Masons,
Mrs. Bearce.
Recitation—College Oil Cans
Mrs.
Lillian
Maxim.
than
Gold
Song—Hotter
Duet—Must we Leave the Old Home, Mother?
Mrs. M. E. Farrar and Mrs. H. S. Robertson.

The recitations by Mrs. Bearce were very
much enjoyed.
Mrs. Geo. West and Mrs. H. B. Maxim
presented Mr. and Mrs. Jewett with a
purse containing about $12, in behalf of
their friends and neighbors as a wedding

present.

S- B. R. Club met Thursday at the
home of Mrs. Hiram Howe. Pope was
the poet; current events, Mrs. W. T.
Bisbee; A Puzzle in Anatomy, Miss M.
A. Heald; recitation, The Drowning
Singer, by Mrs. Geo. A. Chandler, was
well rendered; reading from Hawthorne,
Mrs. H. S. Robertson; duet, Mrs. M. E.
Farrar and Mrs. Hiram Howe. As one
of our number, Mrs. Pinkham, who has
been with us this winter, expects soon to
leave town, we closed by singing, God
be with You till we Meet Again. Delicious refreshments were served of fancy
cakes and calla lilies. The next meeting will be held April 19.
Η. Β. T. Chandler, who is a student at
Bowdoin and has been at home on a
short vacation, has returned to Brunswick.
Mrs. Ira Bearce of Hebron is visiting
her uncle, R. N. Stetson.
Mrs. E. J. Marston is confined to the
house with a sore throat.
Constable Frank H. Brown was called
to Eaet Sumner to summon witnesses
in connection with the murder case.
Maurice Farrar was summoned ae a witheld at
ness in the coroner's inquest
East Sumner.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Chandler and two
little daughters who have been visiting
in Lynn, Mass., are expected to arrive
home Friday evening.
Mellen Bates, who has been ill for a
long time, is gradually failing. Be has
become so weak that it is with great
difficulty that he walks about the house.
He bears his sufferings very patiently.
Mrs. Bates faithfully cares for him.
They have the sympathy of many friends
and neighbors.
Freeman Farrar is repairing his barn.
Foster of Bryant's Pond has
John
charge of the work. Mr. Foster's wife
and two children are here with him.

There was quite a crowd for the plaoe,
as there were forty present besides her
own people.
A fine treat was served the
guests consisting of nuts, candy, cake
and ice cream. Two graphopbones addByron.
ed to the general eutertainment, and
Etta Shaw has returned from a visit to
with dancing and games all pronounced Weld.
it a decided success. Some nice presents
G. A. Taylor was at home from Mawere given by friends.
son's mill over Sunday.
North Star Grange held an interesting
Denmark.
meeting Saturday evening. A class of
Mrs. Gardner Norton has sold her two were instructed in the mysteries of
residence here to Mr. Osborne Richard- the third and fourth degrees. There
son.

In the absence of Mr. A. D. Fessenden
who bas been called away on important
business, the town clerk, Mr. Belcher,
is assisting the selectmen in making the
inventory of the town at the town house.
The actors in the drama which was
presented at the Odd Fellows' hall
Thursday evening in the interests of the
church, deserve much praise for the âne
min ier in which tbey performed their
parts, only a little music would have
enlivened the audience between acts.
A few cases of measles are reported in
town.
Mr. Fred Alexander la making some
nice maple honey.

were some

visitors present.
has sold his

Virgil Taylor
Knapp.

dog to

Ε. E.

The selectmen have been round taking
the inventory.
Mrs. 8. Taylor has been sick with
grippe for the past week.
J. A. Taylor is visiting friends at East
Dixmont.
North Stonetuun.

Wut PmrU.
The Grange fair and tale held at Dunham'a Hall Thnnday afternoon and
evening of laet week wae a decided success, Ming well patronised and about
190 taken for proceeds. The ball wae
decorated by the grange ladies, and
several fancy table· and an ioe cream
booth were in the hall. The guessing
resulted as follows: Silk
contests
oouch cover got by a travelling salesman
who was in town; hand painted sofa
pillow went to Miss Mabel Curtis; wil-

spring day.

are

doing good

maple orchard

here with their

new

Ready For Business.
Our line of Dry and Fancy Goods was never so complete
We are showing
at the present time.

as

Coats from $5.00 to $17.50
30.00
Suits from 10.00 to
These have been selected with great care in the New
York and Philadelphia markets and we would be
■pleased to show them.
of this week

We expect to show Friday and Saturday
beautiful line of Silk Suit Patterns, no two alike.
In Dress Goods .and Suitings we have a choice line from
for us to
35c. to $1.50 per yard. It is not necessary
are keeping good our reputaWe
of
speak trimmings.
tion for a fine line.
Our line of White Suitings from Indian Head at 16c.
and Irish Linen at.d Barnsley finish at 15c. and 17c. to
Hindkerchief Linen at $r 25 is the largest we have ever
had the pleasure of showing.

Don't forget

to

look

our

buying.

line over before

Yours

a

truly,

s. a & z. s. PRINCE,
NORWAY, MAINE.

They

highest

Pigs for Sale.

pige,

FREE

J.

Agricultural

Insurance Co,

Plow

Syracuse

FRANK

—

—

The Great Household

dren under

He

College

One Year In

Norway, Main·.

All Klada of Optical Repair Work.

young

Smart

the latest.

style-right—from

arc

Tiny duplicate

designs
Quality

accepted

the

is as prevalent as style and in College Clothes
two important factors.
have
these
Young men should
you
educate themselves up to the standard of excellence that
thc»e garments enjoy.
They're here in many accepted

patterns

at

Prices from $6.50 to 12.
COME IN AND SEE THEM.

F. PLUMMER,

J.

31 Market

Square, SOUTH PARIS, MB.
Telephone 106-3.

MRS. Ε. A. HOWE

CORDIALLY INVITES YOU TO HER

EASTER OPENING

Millinery, Gloves, Belts,

Novelties

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY,
13

April

ana 14.

MRS. E. A.

HOWE,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

ΙΒΒΒΡΡΡΒΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΒΒΒΡΡΡΒΒΡΡΒΡΡΒΒΡΒΒΒΒΡΡΒΒΡΒΒΒΡΡΡΡ**
F.

F.

SHVBTLEFF A CO.

A.

A.

8Π FBTLKFF

A

CO.

Time to think of
When doing so remember that we c?n supply \ou with
as \ou can find anywhere.
you need,'at as low prices
This year

Bat*,

Bluchers and Bals

we

have the

largest

llitfg Gloves,

Score

a

specialty

everything

and best asssortment of Ball**.

ûl^ko,

Books, &C., &C.,

We make

ever

llccl and Toc Phten.
shown in this

vicinity.

of

Spalding and Reach Goods.

$3.50.

THE BEST HADE.

$4.

Frothingham, F. A. SHURTLEFF& CO.
2 Stores, {^™P?ATeB' [ Maine.

South Paris.

NOTICE.
The aubacrlber hereby give· notice that abe
iae been duly appointed administratrix of the

Olasses, Cub or Credit. Satisfaction Guaranteed. 16 Year· Experience. Bye· Tested
Free. Oradaate Optician.

for

only

men

—

in Patent Colt, Velour Calf,
$7,304,958.96
in Keith's Konquerors.
South Paris, Metal

W. 0.

Clothes

and will have

of the exclusive New York tailors.

buy,

Young Men

DR. PARMENTER

by style

swenrs

coat collar to trousers hem.

—

Oxfords

a

S-T-Y-L-E.

Spring Styles

H. L. ELLIOTT & CO., Agents, Rumford
Falls, Maine.

of

young man there are but five letters,

Goods.

Maine.

alphabet

In the clothes

Furniture, Household

Total Liabilities and Surplus
W. J. WHEELER ft CO., Agents,

parents.

Spring Suits.

Jewell

—

from
years without written request

YOUNG MEN'S

Sale.

National Fire Insurance Co.

12

South Paris, Maine.

NOTICE.

Saturday

the first ladies who

to

N. Dayton Bolster & Go,

Tenney,

telephone

Rejuvenator,

call for the same. Colors to select from are : Oak, MahogWhite.
any, Dead Black, Natural and Gloss
at one operation,
and
varnishes
J.tP-A-LAC stains
be given to chilnot
Will
brush.
the
and newness follows

please

SPECIAL

FREE.

=

JAP-A-LAC

LOST.

Butter

CANS

15c.

=

Tuesday at 9 A. M. we will
give away 15c. cans of

SULKY

WALKING

pneumonia

Lovell

by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

|

keeping tbe Stomach, Liver and Bowels
In perfect order. You'll agree with her
tising
has about 50 ohlokens.
Smith
Prank
in
the
waa
evaporator.
Abner Kimball oi Albany
If yon try these painless purifier· that
two
and
has
an
incubator
Smith
Mr.
Mr.
with
is
McAllister
Joan
Postmaster.
staying
New
place Tuesday.
Infuse new life. Guaranteed bj F. ▲.
he
boilt
About
two
while
brooders^
Gammon
Mrs.
Wm.
and
years
ago
la
waa
town
helping
of
Bethel
G. M. Fernald
W. A. Gilbert ha· keen appointed post9hurtleff à Co., Druggists. Prio· 26c.
a good ban boose.
they are slok,
the 4th.
master at Gllbertvllle, Oxford Coonty.
a

Guaranteed

|

Torpid

Elden MoAUister is doing choree for
North Paris.
J. C. Sawyer who is very lame with rheumatism.
Mrs. Abner Benson is quite sick with
at la also Mra. Ε. E. ThurSylvester Adams and son Miles went
to Norway on business Saturday.
low.
is
Annie Frost from Norway
visiting
Geo. Curtis has an addition to bis
her sister, Mrs. Herbert Adams.
of a girl baby that pulls down the
family
Hebron.
The mill here is not running this week scales to about β pounds.
The spring term of the academy open- as they are waiting for some grates for
Our mail carrier Stearns is to drive a
ed Wednesday, April 4tb.
the fire box.
of horses through mud time.
pair
Miss Martha Piatt spent part of the vaJohn McAllister, wife, and daughter
F. A. Dunham is buying potatoes at
cation with friends in South Pari·.
Frances of East Stoneham, visited at H. 50 cents per basbel.
Mrs. Gertrude Glover Stevens is visit- B. McKeen's Wednesday.
came
Stevens
relatives
here.
Mrs.
ing
Jennie Lawrence Is staying with her
A LUCKY POSTMISTRESS
especially to see her grandmother, Mrs. mother, Mrs. L. J. Gammon, while Mr. la Mrs. Alexander of
Cary, Me., who
who
is
in
in
the
work
Haskell,
very
is
at
mill.
poor Lawrence
Margaret
valley
New Life Pills to
health.
W. H. Palmer and son Howard from has found Dr. King's she ever tried for
we heard the first
a
business In their be the beat remedy

To-day, Thursday,
robins, and it is truly

State Liquor Commissioner Justin M.

Leavitt baa received a notification from
the office of the collector of internal I
BT
UMPLE WAY TO CUBE CATABBH
revenue at Portsmouth that be must pay
tbe internal revenue tax aa a wholesale, HTOMEI WITHOUT STOMACH DOSING.
liquor dealer. The order states that tbe
It is the height of folly to doee the
payment mnst cover the last four years— ; itomach with internal medicines to cure
of
a
for
the
$100 a yeaf
tax, pins penalty
lasal catarrh. It cannot be cured except
$60 a year for not having paid it at the the catarrhal germs that are present in
This
of
fiscal
each
year.
beginning
the nose, throat and lungs have first been
means that the state must plank down
killed.
$500 and on July 1 make another payDirect local treatment by breathing
ment of $100 to cover tbe next twelve I
Byomei through the pocket inhaler that
has
reLeavitt
Commissioner
months.
;omerwitb every outfit, is absolutely
low rocking chair to Miss Linnie Martbe matter to tbe governor and
and
shall. A nice book of recipes was also ferred
accessary to kill the catarrhal germs
their growth and formation.
The entertainment consisted of council and they to tbe attorney general,
on sale.
prevent
to
who is looking into it and preparing
The soothing air of flyomei heals the
muslo by the grange choir, a duet by
the order in the state's behalf.
Mrs. Will Stearns and Mr. Clayton contest
smarting and raw membrane of the air
in the nose, throat and lungs,
Churchill, and a solo, "Pictares in the
IS THE MOON INHABITED.
passages
kills off the catarrhal germs and rids the
Album/' by Mrs. 0. A. Bird. Several
!
has
tbe
moon
that
has
Science
proven
of the last traces of catarrh.
selections were given on the graphowhich makes life in [ system
an
The complete Hyomei outfit consists
phone by F. L. Wyman. The pro- someatmosphere,
on that satellite;
form
possible
of a hard rubber inhaler which can be
gramme closed with the farce "The
human beings, who have a carried in the
a
Persecuted Dutehman," which was very but not for
purse or vest pocket,
of
time on this earth
ours; medicine
and a bottle of Hyowell played. Following was the cast of hard enough
dropper,
that
know
especially those who don't
characters:
mei, and costs only one dollar, while
Electric Bitters cure Headache, Bilious- extra bottles can be obtained for 50
Chu. F. Marshall.
John Schmidt
Jaunand
Chilis
Fever,
Ε. E. Field. ness, Malaria,
thus making it the moet economiCapt. Blowhard,
Liver. cents,
E. F. Barrows. dice, Dyspepsia, Dizziness,
Augustas Clearstarch,
cal treatment for the Qure of catarrh, as
C'has. Stevens.
Mr. Soberly,
and
General
Debility
well as the most reliable.
Geo. Stone. Kidney complaints,
Mr- Plentiful,
a
Merton Holden Female weaknesses.' Unequalled as
K. A. Shurtleff & Co. positively guarTeddy,
Miss Eva Marshall. general Tonic and Appetizer for weak
Arabella Blowhard
antee a cure when Hyomei is used in acMrs. Qrace Stevons.
Mrs. Plentiful
It
the
for
and
aged.
especially
cordance with the simple directions on
Mrs. Minnie Day. persons
Prudence
induces sound sleep. Fully guaranteed
the package, or they will refund the
The evening was closed with a pleasant
F. A. Shurtleff & Co., Druggists.
by
This certainly shows their
money.
sociable.
Price only 50c.
faith and belief in the virtues of Hyomei.
Mr. S. W. Danham is slowly gaining.
Mr. and Mrs. Caleb Fuller are both on
Mr. John Gilbretb, an aged resident of
the sick list and it is feared that Mr.' Farmington Falls, was found dead in his
Fuller has quite a serious kidoey room Sunday night. He had poisoDed
trouble. Mrs. Carrie Marshall is there himself with arsenic after dressing in
as nurse.
his best clothes and leaving a letter diMr. Thomas E. Stearns of Cambridge, recting how he should be buried. Mr.
Mass., was in town the first of last week, Gilbretb bad been in feeble health for
and is now boarding for a short time at some time.
Robert Shaw's at Snow's Falls.
HUMAN BLOOD MARKS.
Mr. Geo. W. Ridlon has been here the
most of the time of late.
A tale of horror was told by marks of
P. M. Wyman and W. G. Hammond human blood Id the home of J. W.
and son Horatio are in Peru packing Williams, a well known merchant of
apples for R. L. Cummings.
Bac, Ky. He writes: "Twenty years
Mrs. F. S. Farnum will have her ago I had severe hemorrages of the
Easter millinery opening Friday and lungs, and was near death when I begnn
Saturday of this week, April 13 and 14. taking Dr. King's New Discovery. It
All are invited to attend. Mrs. Farnum completely cured me and I have remainand limbs of a delihas her usual tasteful and stylish selec- ed well ever since. It cures Hemtion of spring stock.
orrhages, Chronic Coughs, Settled
cate tropical tree.
Mrs. Lucinda Small is visiting in Nor- Cclds and Bronchitis, and is the only
contain six
known cure for Weak Lungs. Every
way.
Miss Ruth Tucker has beeo in Port- bottle guaranteed by K. A. Shurtleff «fe
times more food valland for a few days.
Co., Druggists. 50c and $1.00. Trial
ue than beef.
Hezekiah Farrar's mother from Sum- bottle free.
ner is visiting at his home.
We use the
Mrs. Percy May hew is entertaining an
Bethel. Her sister, Mies
aunt from
cost beans that are
Lena Sewall, is also with her.
four weeks ol
Nice
and
Nelson
two
children
F.
Mrs. D.
grown and there Is
A.
PENLEY,
went to Gloucester the early part of last
nothing in our cocoa
week to visit there and in other places
South Paris.
until after the Methodist conference.
but cocoa.
Dr. F. H. Packard got hie team into the
That is why it Is
river last Friday in attempting to cross
on the ice near the railroad crossing at
YORK.
WAT£RTOW.V, NEW
the most delicious of
Jacob Curtie'. Fortunately help arrived
DEC.
ASSETS
31,1903.
cocoas.
promptly and no serious damage was
$ 307,895.83
Real Est te.
THI WiLT» a. LOWIIT CO.
done.
iW2.702.07
Mortgage Loans
473,340.00
Collateral Loans,
Hiram.
l/Sfl^.on
Stock* am! Bonds
180.04Λ.45
Mrs. Elizabeth Clemons still remains Cash In Office un<l Bank,
215.008.00
Agents' Balance»
heart
and
ill
of
rheumatism
seriously
37,715.28
Interest and Itente
disease.
Oross Assets
#3,003,859.53
Mr. Freedom Wadsworth is recovering
43,295.38
Deduct Items not admitted,
from pneumonia.
On Wednesday evening the CongregaAdmitted Assets
$2,960,304.15
tional Circle held a very pleasant enterLI ABILITIES DEC. 31,1905.
tainment at K. of P. Hall.
φ 139.325.94
Net Unpaid Losses,
Premiums
Unearned
1,454,180 50
Mr. Charles G. Ridlon has removed to
9.687.16
All Oth"r Liabilities,
Cornish.
500.noo.nn
Cash Capital
857 '261 55
Mr. Alonzo Parker of Baldwin has re- Surplus over all Liabilities,
moved to the C. G. Ridlon house.
Total Liabilities and Surplus ....$2,960,364.15
Capt. Thomas 0. Spring is in poor
C. E. TOLM AN & CO.. Agents,
health..
South Pari··, Maine.
Mrs. Celia Sanborn has been chosen
of
schools.
superintendent
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
Mr. Frank Cotton has recovered from
In tbe matter of
)
his recent illness.
FRANK K. DAVIS.
\ In Bankruptcy.
Mrs. Flossie Sawyer of Newton, Mass.,
Bankrupt. )
is visiting her father, Mr. James H. Rid- To the Hon. Clakence Hai.k, Judge of the Dis- TRY A.
lon.
trict Court of the United States for the District
of Maine :
Messrs. Lemuel Cotton and son have
K. DAVIS, of Buekfleld, In the
had their store newly painted inside and
of Oxford, and State of Maine, in
have also hung an elegant sign, the said County
District, respectfully represents that on
handiwork of Mr. Lansing H. Hubbard. tbe 27th day of Jan., last past, he was duly
EITHER
readjudged bankrupt under the Acta of Congress
lating to Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrenEast Bethel.
or
dered all his property and rights of property,
Mr. Z. W. Bartlett is attending to a and has fully cony>lle<f with all the requirements
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
drive of lumber in Milton.
before buying and be convinced they
his bankruptcy.
Mr. F. B. Howe is buying potatoes.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
He loaded a car at West Paris last week. by tbe Court to have a full discharge from all are the BE.ST.
Miss Lyle Blanchard of Milan, Ν. H., debts provable against his estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are exAlso agent for Harrows, Cultivatvisited at C. M.'Kimball's last week.
cepted by law from such discharge.
Miss Rose Greenwood is working for
Dated this 20th day of Mar., Α. I». 1906.
ors and Scrapers.
FRANK K. DAVIS, Bankrupt.
Mrs. Martha Bartlett of Hanover.
Mies Amy Bartlett returned to her
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
Ο. K. CLIFFORD,
school at South Rumford fur the spring District or Maine, ss.
term April 2d.
On tills 7th day of Apr., A. D. 1906, on read-1
South Paris, Me.
24 High St.,
Lester Bean has returned to lng tbe foregoing petition. It Is
Mr.
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be bad
Princeton, Maine, where he is to teach upon the same
on the 27th day of Apr., A. D.
the coming year.
1900, before said Court at Portland, In said DisMrs. Irving Kimball of Boston has trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that nothereof be published in the Oxford Demobeen spending a two weeks' vacation tice a
On the road between Paris Hill
crat, newspaper printed In said District, and
with her parents, Mr. aud Mrs. J. L. that all known creditors, anil other persons In
South Paris, a gold watch.
and
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
Holt.
return same to Charles
and show cause, If any they have, why the Finder
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted. L
Shaw, Paris Hill, or D mocrat
It Is further ordered by the Court, That
And
Brownfield.
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known cred- Office, South Paris.
itors copiée of said petition and this order, adTbe snow is leaving very fast.
dressed to them at their places of residence at
The roads are in bad condition.
stated.
Judge of
Quite a number from this village bave Witness the Hon. Clabknce Hale,
the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
gone to Baldwin to tbe grange.
In said District, on tbe 7th day of Apr., A. D.
There in a good deal of sickness in 1906.
JAMES R. HEWEY, Clerk.
town.
[L. s.]
Λ true copy of petition and order thereon.
Mrs. Richard Sargent, who has been
JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk.
Attest
at
Dr. Austin
ill a long time, died Monday, funeral
the house Wednesday. She leaves a husCustomers Wanted.
band and one daughter.
una t·
I would like to get a few regular
Easter Sunday will be observed by the customers for first-class dairy butter.
First Congregational church with approH. A. SWAN,
priate exercisee. In the morning at R. F. D. i,
1 h.'ivc changed my office from the Elm House,
South Paris.
10:45, the pastor, Rev. Dr. James J. 6.
to roome over ShurtleflTe Drug Storo,
Norway,
Tarr, will preach on "The Risen Christ."
South Parle. I make this change to save the
there
For
Sunday School at 12:00. At 7:00
time coneumed gettlnii over ami back on the
will be a concert. An orchestra comhand Concord wagon, elrctrlns, this getting a longer day In the office,
second
Good
Mr.
Prank
G.
Mr.
violin,
of
Ham,
posed
to better accommodate my patiente coming
wheels, long distance I aleo
Will Bennett, cornet, and Miss Ella Pea- Lock &
down the Grand Trunk and from pointe north
body, piano, will lead the large chorus axles and patent shaft couplings. and cant of I'arle.
choir in the singing of the new service, Price
I truot the change will not greatly Inconven$40 inquire of
"Our Easter King." Mrs. Carl Blake
ience others who wish to coneult me
W.
O.
FROTHINGIjAM,
will
The
children
will sing a solo.
REMEMRER THK PLACE AND DATE,
South Paris, Maine.
render several musical selections, also
Hours
over ShurtlelTe Drug Store, South Parle.
corYou
are
exercises.
and
recitations
10 a. m. to 4:30 p. m.
FORECLOSURE.
and
OF
with
us
NOTICE
to
invited
worship
dially
Whereas, Sarah A. Danforth of Dlxflold, In I Next visit Thursday, May 3d.
enjoy our Easter music.
the Count; of Oxford and State of Maine, by her
mortgage deed dated the 11 rut day of November,
Lovell.
A. U. 18AS, and recorded In the Oxford Registry
of Deeds, book 210, page Ά">, conveyed to Henry
The
poles of the Citizens O. Stanley of Dlxfleld, In the County of Oxford
line have been placed on the road from and State of Maine, a certain piece or parcel of
estate situate In Dlxfleld, aforesaid, and
Lovell village by way of tbe Harbor, real
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
North Fryeburg, West Fryeburg, and
The homestead form of said Sarah Λ. DanEast Conway nearly to Fryeburg village. forth and being the same and all the real estate
the said Sarah A. Danforth by Henry
Mrs. Harmon has moved her goods and deeded tohis
My auction rooms will be open
warranty doed dated March 14th,
Noyes by
business into a part of the Heald store, 1870, and recorded with Oxford Registry of
If you
afternoon.
the Woman's Library Club occupying Deeds, book 156. page 243; and whereas sal
every
Henry Ο Stanley by his deed of assignment
one side of the same.
dated October 2d, 18«8, and recorded in Oxford have anything to sell or wish to
The mill at the village is being run Beglstrv of Deeds, book 2»T, p.ige 286, did assign
deed the note, debt and claim call.
night and day on aD order for oak said mortgage
thereby secure 1 to Frank Stanley; and whereadowels.
said Frank Stanley, by his deed of aeslgnm-nt
is
Lester Cushman
suffering from dated February 29tn, A. D. 1892, and recorded In
ι tm 3E*
■
blood poisoning in one hand, but is hop- Oxford Registry of Deeds, book 228. page 247 did
said mortgage deed, the note, debt ai d
assign
follow.
will
results
no
serious
ing
c'aim thereby ee>'ured to 4lhlon P. Marsh; and
ADMINISTRATRIX' MALE.
Fred W. Brown has been elected su- whereas, the said Albion P. Mar»h, bv his deed
B, virtue of a license from the Honorable
A. D. 1894 and
tbe
for
dated
schools
23d,
of
of
January
year.
assignment
perintendent
Probate for Oxford County, ! shall --el!
Oxford Rcgl try of Deeds, book 237, Judge of
Miss Alice A. Stearns is supplying at recorded In
auction on the premises et *outh Parle
at
pages 195 and 196. did assign said mortgage deed on public
the llth day of May, 1906, at i o'clock
Miss
for
Walton,
Krlday,
to
me,
Fryeburg Academy
the note, debt and claim thereby secured
tho atternoon, all the right of the late Freeteacher of langnages, who is absent on the undersigned, and whereas the condition o( In
man C- Merrill In and to the Foundry. Blacknow
has
been
therefore,
said
broken,
mortgage
account of Illness.
smith Shoo and Woodworking Phot) connected,
reason of the breach of the condition thereof,
all being situated at South Parle Vlt'aee near the
Tbe material has been drawn to Tim- by
I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
of the old road leading to Parle Hill
Dated at Dlxfleld, Me., this 31st day of March, I Intere· ctlon
ber Island for the building of a summer
and the Ruckfleld road and being easterly from
A. D. 1906.
eald Buck fluid road and on Stony Brook, eo-callcamp by Β. E. Brown for Mr. William
JOHN 9. IIARLOW.
ed, including all land connected tlierew th with
De Kraft of Philadelphia.
water power, flnwiige and appurtenancee belong.
The remains of Jonathan S. Farringthereto and formerly known ae the Hersey
Ing
ton of South Portland-, a former resident
Foundry. There will also be offered at the eame
time the storehouee and lot on the westerly side
of this town, were brought here for
of eald Parle Hill road, coneleting of the build·
burial Wednesday. The funeral party
OF HARTFORD.
Ing and about one-ha'f acre of land.
were met here by the members of Keazar
ASSETS DKC. 31, 1905.
South Parle. April 4.11X16
M Its. M ATI I.DA J. MERRILL, Admx.
$ 370.77H.16
Valley Lodge, I. O. O. F., and escorted Real Estate
A. D. PARK, Auctioneer.
655,350 00
to the village cemetery, where the burial Mortgage Loans,
Loans
services of the order took place. Mr. Collateral
5,125,573.38
Stocks and Ronds
351,398.96
F&rrington was a native of this town and Cash In Office and Bank,
535,869.16
lived here until about 15 years ago, Agents' Balances,
Bills
Receivable,
when be went to Fryeburg and soon to
Interest and Rents
South Portland. He was a man highly All other Assets
303,200.62
IN
esteemed by his friends. He leaves a
163.28
Gross
$7,342
Assets,
A.
J.
widow and one brother,
Farrington, Deduct Items not admitted,
37,204.32
of this town.
has
returned
M.
Charles
Louise
Admitted Assets
$7,304,958.96
Mrs.
FOR
from tbe hospital at Portland.
LIABILITIES DEC.81,1905.
J. H. Stearns is visiting at the village. Net Unpaid Losses,
..$ 357,618.70
3,483,034 78
Adalbert A. Stearns, wife and son, are Unearned Premiums
Allother
150,030 00
visiting bis brother, Dr. H. C. Stearns, at Cash
l.OOO.ttiO.'O
Capital
Haverhill, Ν. H.
all
Liabilities
over
2,814,305.48
Surplus
Gun

late of Porter,
"^^r'kEMAN C. STACY.deceased,
and

the County of Oxford,
given
>onde ae the law directe. All pereona having
;emanda against the estate of sal ! deceased are
lealred to present the eame for aettiement, and
II Indebted thereto are requested to make paylent Immediately.

F.

A.

IHVBTLSFF * CO.

F.

A.

RBCBTLU'F A CO.

α

I

Mar. 90th, 1908.

MARY A. STACY.
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la the Cause of Bettor Roede.

**·*·" °* GUeed vu a guett at J
J. ίτΓ*
Murphy'· Sunday.

Bemocrat

rhe ΦχΐοχΑ

Another Murder Charge

The Seneca Club meets this Mondav I GOOD MEETING HELD AT SOUTH PABI8
evening with Mrs. T. S. Barnes.
I IN CHARGE OF 8TATE COMMISSIONER
shot
Henry L.
W*P wu »t home I SARGENT.
Eruest Harlow hw gone to Portland,
from Lewieton Saturday and Sunday.
Bryant Near East Sumner.
where be has employment.
E'irabet* Kdgerly, who hu been I That there ia a good interest in the
Albert Dean, who has been seriously
nUmber 0f «Λ ie K^nlng I question of improving the roads is eviill for two weeks, is improving.
I dent from the number that assembled at He Says it was In Self-Defence.—
auwell
known
the
K.
Day,
court house last Thursday, when
Holman
I
4ttend th« *,7®
Bryant was Instantly Killed.
Commissioner of Highways Paul
thor, was at South Paris Wednesday.
Maine Methodist Conference in Portland I S,
first
his
held
ID. Sargent of Machias
Mrs. C. W. Bowker and daughter this week.
public meeting for this county. Besides
As the outcome of an affray between
Muriel are visiting her parente, Mr. and
who
has
I the three county commissioners there the two men in a
Mrs. Ralph E. Sturtevant,
in
Auburn.
F.
John
camp near East Sumner
Stanley,
Mrs.
road
town
were
is
reI
been seriously ill for several days,
present nearly forty
last Tuesday, Henry L. Farrington of
been
with
has
who
W.
J.
I
Davie,
and
commissioners
selectmen,
Mrs.
repre- Hartford is held in
ported as better.
jail without bail,
her .laughter, Mrs. C. L. Buck, for some
seating in all fifteen or sixteen towns, charged with the murder of Eugene
The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs. j at
all distances, from Andover in the
I
weeks, bas returned to her home in
Bryant, also of Hartford, by shooting.
Luce"a Morton Thursday afternoon,
I north to Fryeburg in the west.
Soarboro.
The camp where the affair occurred Is
12th, at 3 o'clock.
April
soon
to
order
called
The
was
I
meeting
situated in the woods within half a mile
Mrs. L. W. Hollis of Sumner, whd has
trains
forenoon
afterthe
arrival
of
the
I
Good
Cheer
Wednesday
is with
meeting
of East Sumner statioo. It is some forty
just returned from the hospital,
It is hoped there I by R. L. Taylor, chairman of the county rods from the road
noon of this week.
leading from East
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. George M·
Sarand
Commissioner
I
a
will
be
atteodance.
commissioners,
good
Snmner to Hartford Centre, and is actualCutting, at South Parie.
I Rent was introduced by him. Mr. Sarof
Hartford.
The camp
town
ly in the
Mrs. Ira P. Murch has gone to the
S
D. Andrews of Norway, superingent gave a practical address, not bel' ngs to Lary «ft Record of Lewiston,
( entrai Maine General Hospital at Lewishas
Water
Co.,
I lengthy, on road building, having a portendent of the Norway
but had been hired by Willie Farrington,
ton for surgical treatment.
I tion of it in manuscript.
recently bad a telephone put in on the
son of Henry L. Farrington, to use while
is
Call
183-11.,
X. Dayton Bolster Λ Co. will give I In opening his remarks Mr. Sargent he was cutting wood. Henry L. FarEastern system.
state commissioner
morn- away, absolutely free, one sample can of I "*'d that the office of
rington had been employed there to
(iuy W. Karrar started Saturday
at » a m. lof highways has been established for cook and take
10,
he
April
Tuesday,
where
Jap-a-Iac,
Mass.,
Νahant
Beach,
general care of the camp.
for
in
recomand
of
I
investigation
purposes
Farrington is a veteran of the civil
Mrs. Ε. N. Anderson is spending two
will be employed in lawn work during
buildof
road
in
the
matter
mendation
war and a pensioner, about 60 years of
the summer. In the fall he will enter weeks visiting her son, Harold C. Ander- I
iDg and to lay a foundation for a better
age. He was for a while at the soldiers'
son, in Boston, and other friends in that
college.
of building. The results of the
system
home at Togus.
Advertised letters in South Parie post vicinity.
nrst year's work have been embodied in
♦
Eugene Bryant was a man about 45
office April 9th:
Mrs. Hiram Chase, who lives with her a report, certain portions of which are
I
of age, who has a divorced wife
years
Marlam.
Mr* F rink
s»»n, G. O. Chase, in the Whittemore repeated in this address.
and child living in Massachusetts. He
Mr Jainea Karrow.
I
District, is seriously ill. She is quite I If I were elected road commissioner,
had been living in a camp on the land of
Mr 1"nulls Howard.
would remember that I held an imporadvanced in years.
Mr ArchieCalwell.
James E. Irish in Hartford, and bad
tant position; important first, because of
worked for Irish more or less. He was
Mrs. Kate Liuder of Mankato, Minn.,
Mrs. E. A. Howe will have her Easter the
large expenditure which is directed ncit at all steady about hie work, loafing
wli" has been visiting relatives here for millinery opening Friday and Saturday by that
and secoud, because the
officer,
agood deal, and was drunk at intervale.
me weeks, started for home Saturday,
of this week, and will be glad to see old results of the work affect
every person When in
liquor he was apt to be quarrelshe was accompanied to Boston by her and new customers.
m the community.
will resome, though entirely harmless when
>;xter, Mrs. Cora S. Briggs, who
Plans should be made for the season's
of Xorwav

SOUTH_PAEIS.

Eugene

Farrington

ί«ΐίΐ"ι C*tÎeri°e

..."fc

slowîy.

νίΓwU1

£ffer

Rev. B. S. Hideout
preachmain there with her for a week. Miss
ed a stirring sermon at the Congrega- work, and the roads should be studied
arrie Hall went with them to Portland
tional church Sunday evening, April Sth In the administration of the office there
fur the day.
the
are
three points to consider:
in exchauge with the pastor.
method of administration, the time to
The Young People's Christian Union
has
been
who
Miss Grace Bennett,
do the woik, and the records to be kept
f the I'niversalist church has chosen
teaching in Amesbury, Mass., but wns I of the work done.
the following officers:
some
a
chair
of
col
the
apse
injured by
As to the method of administration,
I'tv-tlilent—Harold T. Thayer.
weeks ago so that she has since been the work should be done
\
i'resMent— Sitae Grace Penley.
by an organized
>,. rctarv an«l Treasurer—Malcolm Briffe.
unable to teach, is at home.
force. Keep efficient labor when it is
:tlrim'n of eouimltteeea :
On account of so much else going on trained in road work, as a business man
l»ev· il»nal—Kl/.pah Morton.
Mise Be'ile Tuile.
!
there will simply be the regular meeting would do in any other industry.
l· .wer—Mise Helen I'orter.
The best time to do road work is in
i>f Mt. I'leasaut Kebekah Lodge Friday
riie theatre train last Thursday even- evening of this week. The entertain- May and June. Work done then is
hold over two' much more profitable than that done at
ing took quite a number to Lowiston, ment committee will
I other times.
>
n
^ >ing to see the Black Crook, some weeks.
the skating rink, and some to the
Keep a record of the work done.
The ladies of the Baptist church will Make a
The general opinion resir till;; match.
daily record, and you will bo
Wedand
an
entertainment
supper
give
surprised to see how often you will ref<T
garding the Black Crook seems to be
wellThe
ISth.
April
eveniug,
nesday
it
to
it for information. These records
that it is neither the wicket! thing that
known reader and impersonator, Edwin should be
deposited with the town
uied to be reputed, nor the gorgeous
J. yuinn of Portland, will be among the
records, for the benefit of future town
s]n->tacle that it appears on the bills.
entertainers.
officers. Contractors in general do their
Ernest M. Millett. who has been subwill
be no prayer meeting at the work more economically than public
There
route
No.
D.
R.
F.
on
3,
stitute carrier
Methodist church Tuesday of this week work is done, simply because they are
h is received the appointment as carrier,
and no services next Sunday. The class systematic about it.
in
men
Seven
1st.
from
t·. date
April
A study of the roads will develop the
will be held Thursday evening
the village had tiled applications and meeting
to accommodate those who wish to at- fact that proper drainage work will do
to.>k the civil service examiuation at
tend the high school contest on Friday. more than any other one thing to preRum ford Falls about a month since.
serve the roads. Study the surface drainAll got on the eligible list, with a good
Kev. and Mrs. U. A. Clifford plan to
problem when the water is flowing.
rank", but of course only one got the attend the Methodist annual conference age
A live road commissioner has no busiίο I ortiand this week.
They express ness under cover in a rain storm. Study
appointment.
their pleasure to live in this good town the problem of underdrainage when the
The seats in the I'niversalist church
and to serve an excellent church. It is frost is
coming out in the spring. Fix
.ire free at all services through the year.
also a satisfaction not to move too often. the worst places first.
The curreut expenses are met by volunMr. Sargent here explained the details
Mr. Lyman Merrill retires from his potary pledges, by the week or year, and
the free will offerings eaeh Sunday. sition
the Methodist of a section of standard state road, a
of
as janitor
I'h >se desiring credit for their contri- church much to the regret of his many plan of which he had posted on the wall
butions, place them in an envelope, to be friends. lie has rendered good service The specifications for this were adopted
found just inside the inuer door, and in an important position. Mr. W. W. by a state convention of county comwrite your name on the envelope before Payne, after several years of faithful and missioners. The width of this road bed
ie 21 feet, with a
efficient lahor as church treasurer, is suc- from ditch to ditch
passing it to the collection plate.
of one foot on each side from the
slope
Mr. Eben Chapman.
ceeded
by
Aid
Ladies'
of
the
At the last meeting
A width
crown of the road to the ditch.
of the Μ Ε. church, the president, Mrs.
The prize essay and speaking contest of twelve feet in the middle of this roads. C. Ordway, was presented with a wil- of the high school will be held in New
way is excavated and filled with some
low chair as "a token of appreciation for Hall next Friday evening. The students surfacing material, which will generally
her faithfulness and efficiency in her who have essavs are Messrs. Robert be
gravel. The depth of this may vary
Edward
labors. Mrs. Ordway responded with Wheeler and
Eastman, and
to the nature of the earth unthe Aid Misses Mae Field, Helen Porter, Addie according
invited
and
words
appropriate
derneath, but in the plan as shown it is
The readers 8 inches
to ineet in the church parlor the follow- Lord and Kizpah Morton.
deep in the centre and 0 inches
ing week. A good time was enjoyed by are Clvde Hebbard and Misses Eva at the sides or shoulders, with a surface
ail present. Refreshments of ice cream Swett, Helen Barue*, I«ona Stuart, Rose
slope of one inch to one foot.
and fancy crackers were served.
Murphy aud Gladys Bonney.
Besides the form of cross-section of
and proper under-drainage,
A new orchestra of South Paris and the road,
Sunday, April 1st, from the home of
her daughter. Mrs. Hermon S. Pinkham. Norway people has been formed, called there are to be considered the questions
in Somerville, Mass., Mrs. Barbara A. the Tschaikowsky Orchestra, with Carl of longitudinal grade and kind of surface
Dunham passed peacefully away in her S. Briggs as leader. Members are Carl material. No perfectly level road should
37th year. The funeral service, held at S. Briggs and George L. Davee first | be built. The longitudinal grade, for
the Winter Hill Baptist church, wa* con- violins, Miss Grace Dean and Miss Sara the sake of surface drainage, should not
ducted by Rev. James Norcross of Jamai- Swett second violins, Carl Mason clari- be less than six inches in 100 feet, and it
six per cent, or six
ca Plain. Interment at Watertown. Dur- uet, Douglass Farrar and Frank Ε Kim- should not be over
ing her brief residence in South Paris ball cornets, Clarence DeCoster trom- feet in 100, if it is possible to keep under
that.
Mrs. Dunham greatly endeared herself bune, and Mise (zak Pike piano.
or
niacauaiu
for surtace material
to friends, who were privileged to know
cow
lost
one
H. N. Porter
early Friday crushed stone is the best, but it is expenher.
intwo
others
or
oue
had
and
morning
sive. Gravel is quite plenty, but of
Experience of local parties seems to jured by the breaking down of a portion various grades. Use only the best. The
indicate that there is pocket peddling in of the tie-up floor. Water slopped over United States Department of Agriculture
Lewiston. Those who went in on the from a trough which runs in front of the will test
samples of gravel or other road
theatre train Thursday evening had a cattle had rorted the wood, and the ten- material free, and in case of several availand
of
it,
chance to observe something
ons at the inside end of the floor timbers able sources of road material thiR should
two young fellows fell into the hands of gave way. The noise of the break was
certainly be done. Whatever is used for
here.
arrival
on
their
Officer Bennett
heard in the house about 2 o'clock, so surfacing should be screened and put on
for
intoxifined
were
but
both
at
after
next
looked
The
once,
the matter was
day
in courses, beginning with the coarse
cation. and one paid, while the other one of the cows could not be saved. The and ending with the fine.
was released and given three weeks in others are not seriously hurt.
For sub-drainage porous tile is the
which to pay the tine before taking the
a
stone drain
Mrs. Alton C. Wheeler on Sunday be- best material, though good
alternative of a term in jail.
or
what is called a blind drain, made of
gan an engagement as organist at the
The I'niversalist Good Cheer Society Congregational church, iu place of Mrs. stones graded in size from larger at the
had the tables full for its April supper Cora S. Briggs, who has recently resign- bottom to smaller at the top, may be
la*t Tuesday evening. After the sup- ed after a service of many years. Mrs. used instead. A sandy road needs no
soil a Telford
state en- Wheeler is au
per Professor E. F. Hitching»,
organist of "several years' sub-drainage. On soft
blocks, may be
tomologist, who was present, gave a experience, having played about two pavement, made of stone
short talk on the brown-tail iuoth and years at the Park Street M. E. church in necessary to support the surfacing maother insect
pests, illustrated with Lewiston, also at the Hammond Street terial.
The general grading of this road, inspecimens of the insects themselves. M. E. church, and longer or shorter
the centre to
Later there was a good musical pro- times at the Sixth Street Congregational cluding the excavation of
including mixed and male church in Auburn, at Batb, aud at sever- receive the surfacing material, can be
gramme,
machine.
The
done with the road
quartettes, solos, etc., and a sociable for al other Lewiston and Auburn churches. largely
cost of such road, built in good shape,
the benefit of the young people.
Decide the Lighting Question. where underdrainiug is not necessary,
To
A beautiful pulpit Bible of the latest
will average from $1200 to $1500 per
design and American standard revised
mile. The specifications adopted should
ESTABLISHING
ON
VOTE
the
ConTO
to
MEETING
version was recently given
be followed as closely as practicable,
A PLANT WILL liE 1IELD NEXT WEEK.
gregational church by Prof. Waterman
eveu if for no other reason than as an
of
in
Ν.
Y.,
memory
Γ Hewett, Ithaca,
experiment. Some people say our roads
his inotber, Mrs. Sarah VV. Hewett, late
are growing no better, but I believe there
Λ meeting of the South Parie Village
..f South Paris. The gift was formally
and if we will
has been called to be held at is a gradual improvement,
presented to the church last Tuesday Corporation
of next work intelligently along the lines sugevening
New
Hall,
Tuesday
evening by the pastor and will be used
when the gested I believe that improvements of a
In ap- week, April 17, at 7:30 o'clock,
for the first time next Sunday.
to in- good common sense kind will result.
committee
of
the
appointed
the
from
report
preciation a vote of thanks
Following Mr. Sargent's paper nearly
matter of establishing a
the
vestigate
also
and
church was sent to Mr. Hewett,
will make it» an hour of the forenoon session, and an
plaut
lighting
municipal
mempersonal letters from individual
the hour and a half in au afternoon session,
report aud action will be taken on
bers.
taken up with a general discussion,
matter. Note that the meeting will be were
Aunt Sally" Day of Porter, who was held in New Hall, not an usual in Engine in which questions were asked, expethe Chick House Hall. The articles in the warrant riences given, and comments made. Ceran interesting tigure during
tain points regarding the interpretation
murder trial, died at Porter Monday for the meeting are as follows:
and administration of the state road law
morning of last week. Aunt Sally, it
2. To receive ami act u|x>n the report of th«j
it occuwill be remembered, was a sister of committee on electric lighting for said village and possible improvements in
some time, and then quite a wide
pied
David Varney who was murdered, was corporatl' n. If
aal«t South Parts Village Corpora·
3. To see
his housekeeper at the time he was shot tli>n will vote to Install and establish an e!e trie range of topics connected with practical
of it in
aud dUcovered him very soon after the Ugh- plant. In accordance wl<h the power irrant- road building was covered, much
A query by
It bv chapter 304 of the Private and Spécial a rather informal way.
shooting. Wesley Chick, who was con- 1 e·!
D.
A.
1UU5.
of
the
Laws <>f
Leglsratur*
it pays to haul
victed of the murder, !·> a grandson of ! 4. If mM village corporation vote·» to establl-h some one as to whether
1
to surface a road
Aunt Sally, and she is said to have had a an electric light plant to see whether It will Install gravel half a mile
or
she a water power plant or a fcteaui or gat) plant,
brought out the fact that in some towns
strong affection for him, although
whether It will vote to purchase the necessary
gravel ie hauled two or three miles, and
was obliged to be a witness against him
or Arm.
power from m>in« corporation, person
as a good business propShe died only nine days
9. To see If said village corporation will adopt this is regarded
at the trial.
to
be
1U
of
affairs,
osition.
after the sentence was pronounced which by-laws for the management
at said meeting.
to cover thoroughpresented
diffioult
It would be
meant civil death for him.
It is understood that under the last ly all the points brought out by the disLast Tuesday's meeting of Oxford article certain amendments to the village cussion.
Good results were reported
Pomona Grange at South Paris was one by-laws will be offered, better defining from mixing clay into the surface of a
the
the
in
a
long time,
of the largest held
aud perhaps increasing the powers of
sandy road, and likewise from mixing
attendance being reckoned at well to- policeman employed by the corporation. saud into the surface of a clayey road.
ward :JOO. Among those preseat at the A proposed "curfew law" will be one of A
sandy road was shown to be the cheapmeeting who spoke during the day were the amendments presented.
est to put iu good condition, because it
Professor E. F. Hitchings, the state endrains itself and no foundation work is
the
demonFire Department Organizes.
tomologist, who spoke
necessary. But the one fact
G. M.
gypsy and browutail moths. Dr.
hose companies and hook strated by the experiences given is the
several
The
Twitched of Augusta, who spoke on the
and ladder company comprising the one stated by Commissioner Sargent
prohibition question, and Professor South Paris tire department held their early in his paper, that proper drainage
was
There
quite election at
Bateman of Lewiston.
one
Kugine House Hall Saturday work will do more than any other of
a discussion of the matter of expense of
and chose officers as follows:
thing to preserve the roads. Many
evening,
resoand
a
modern
days,
graduations in
those present related instances where a
hose co. no. 1.
was
lution
adopted deprecating the
tnarkrd permanent improvement had
direction.
that
in
present tendency
been made by a good piece of under(

I

i

regarding^

The speakers at the public meetings
in the I'niversalist church this week are:
of
Monday evening, Rev. A. D. Colson
Bethel; Tuesday evening, Rev. S. G.
Rev.
Davis, Norway; Wednesday evening,
Dwight A. Ball, Gorham, Ν. H.; Thursday evening. Rev F. E. Barton, Bethel,

Clerk—I Ε

Bonnejr.

ham, Walter I

state superintendent; Friday evening,
Cierk-Mlit- n Mc Mister.
Rev. Miss Isabel Mac Duff, Berlin, N.
riUCUIaU—'
Pipeoian—ι h.irtee R. Cutler.·_
U. These meetings are for any and all
Assistant Plpeman—Carroll E. Edwards.
who desire to come. AH are welcome;
Hydi*niman-M.W. Maxim. T. L. Star bird,
Will Weston. C. É Campbell.
seats are free.
Friday evening, after the
Jr., James Heath.
regular service, the quarterly church
hosk CO. MO. S.
will
meeting will be held. Next Sunday
MMI IV·

be observed with Easier service and re·
cep.ion of members. The evening
ices for the week will commence at :3l
instead of 7:00 as advertised Sunday.
The South Paris Board of Trade helc
its annual meetiog last Wednesday even
The treasurer's report shows i
ing.
balance of about #90.00 in the treasury
Officers were elected as follows:
PresHcnt—James 3. w right.
Vice- I'resllen»»—J. Haut nga
Forbes.
See etary—Walter I. Oray.
Treasurer—J. F. Plumui«r.

Committee·

president

were

»··

ν -----

clerk-*. A. Millett.

■osa co. mo.

i.

Clerk—San ford M. Brown.

Beao. Arthur i.
C. A. Maroton.

appointed by

th

Klnacce—F. A, Shurt'elf, J. 0. Stuart, C. W
Bowker.
I
Improvement*—W. O. Frothlngliam, W.
Gray. Ε. N. Haskell
W.
A.
Portei
Wheeler,
Entertainment—W.J.
A. M. Shurtieff.
Punllcat'on-Arthur E. Forbes, C. L. Bucl
_

_

u

_

»
A.

W
β

John A

against Farrington. F. R. Dyer, Esq.,
of Buckfield, appeared as Farrington's
attorney. At the conclusion of the hear'"Ki which was not long, Farrington was

ordered held without bail for the October
term of court, and he was committed to
jail at South Paris that night.
Farrington talked quite freely about
the matter after he was taken into
until he was advised by his
friends not to be bo free. He has insisted all the time that he fired only in self-

custody,
defence.

Easter at Soutn Paris entireties.
Easter will be observed at the Con-

gregational church next Sunday morning
with special music by the choir and a
sermon appropriate for the occasion by
the pastor. Seven young people will be
baptizud and taken into the church. In
the evening at 7:30 o'clock an Easter
concert will be given by the choir and
Sunday School, with special exercises by
the children. Programme of the concert
as

follows:

Hall, all Hall,
Easter Greeting,
I* rayer
Solo—"Lift Me Up,"
Recitation—"A Story of An

Song—"The Llllee,"

School.
Veola De Lauzon.
Pastor.
Roee Clark.

Acorn,"

Bertha

HOSK CO. mo. 3.

Lanorgan, provincial

bridge

over

Norway.

Doxology.

I Invocation.
Gloria.

Choir.
Mr*.

Postiade.

Easter concert in the evening.

Mrs.

Clark.

No

UeCoator, tnai
Arthur Jordan.

way,

they are well?

CurtU,°.rtÎalî&Apr·1·10016

trouble is

In Bethel, Apr. 4, by Rev. C. N. Gleaaon, Mr.
William F. Eldrldge of Kockport, Mass., and
M las Ruby Clark of Bethel.
In East Sumner. Mar. 81, by Rev. W. D.
Athcarn, Dr. Frank W. Morae of Canton and
Miss Amorllla Balrd Spauldlng of East Sumner.
In Fryeburg, Apr. 4, by Rev. Baman N. Stone,
Mr. Pblllp C. Dennett ant Mlsb Josephine B.
Walker, both of Brownfleld.
In East Bethel, Apr. S. by Bev. C. N. Gleaaon,
Mr. Frank Froat of Locke's Mills and Miss Roac
Kimball of East Bethel.
In Bethel, Apr. 8, by Rev. Mr. Scboonover. Mr.
Adelmer Stearns and Jllaa Minnie Godwin, both

without

fear

17

Wyandotte.

50

R. F. D. 3.

cents

F. A.

PARLIN,

South Paris.

day

laying
Clothing.

aside of winter outer

marks the

of Summer

large variety

a

Fancy

in

our

They

Veil?

I

we

can

or

Hats.

will be

-

Soft Hats and

Bedford Derbies.

Caps.

Do You Want a
Large
great deal this year.

Hosiery.
a

worn

Something.

Come to Us for It.

F. H. NOYES CO.,

Petition for Discharge.

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:
Ε WIS A. HOWARD, formerly of Mexico,
of
j now of Rumforil Falls, In the County
Oxford, and State of Maine, In said District,
26th
the
on
that
day
respectfully represents,
of August, last past, he wits duly adjadged
bankrupts, under the Acts of Congress relatsurrening to Bankruptcy; that he has duly
dered all his property and rights of property,
all
the
with
requireand has fully compiled
ments of said Acta and of the orders of Court
touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decree· t by the Court to have a full discharge from
all debts provable against his estate under sitld
as are exbankruptcy Acts, except such debts
cepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 20th day of March, A. D. 11**1.
LEWIS A. HOWARD, Bankrupt.

confident

stores.

selection, $i, $1.25, $1.50, $2, $2.50, $3.

Bankruptcy.

are

Useful Rain Coat,

Shirts, Neckwear, Gloves,

New

Vou need

} In

putting

and the

Stylish Top Coat,

You will find

Pharmacist.

)

garments

We

like to show you.
need of a

Easter

Bankrupt )

Rock, White
for 13.

Next Sunday is Easter.

Fashionable Suit,

Next to Post Office, South Paris.

Bankrupt's

8TORES.

BLUE

Lamson & Hubbard, Boston

In the matter of
LEWIS A. HOWARD,

Plymouth

our

Tolophono llfl>8.

We would
spring?
please you. If you are in

WINDOW

BROOKS—The

The above named are standard varieties for the New England states and the
plants are the best that it is possible to
grow. Plants will be ready to set from
May 1st to May 15tb. Place your order

Eggs

It is

NORWAY, MAINE.

BLOCK,

this

AT

Early.

Medium.
Haverland,
Medium.
Dunlap,
Late.
Sample,
Late.
Pride of Cumberland,
Late.
Commonwealth,
New Home,
Very Late.

horn, Barred

OPERA HOUSE

OF SCISSORS IN
THE

For Sale.
hatching—White Leg-

formerly.

old

Who is Going to Fit You Out

Senator

for

better than

same

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

on

FOR ANY PAIR

FOR SALE.
Strawberry plants of the following

address,

customers

will

Successors to

This

Cents

years.
In Hartford, Apr. 8, Eugene Bryant, aged
about 45 years.
In Cornish, Apr. 5, S. Norman Buck, of Norway. aged 41 years.
In 8tow, Mar. 29, Mra. Lydla Chaplin, aged
73 yeara, β montha, 20 daya.
In Brownfleld, Apr. 2, Mra. Richard Sargent.
In Parle, Apr. 5, Mrs. Elizabeth Merrill, aged
P4 years.

C. E. BENNETT,
South Paris, Maine.

serve our

good

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Co.

who suffers with indigestion, nervous-1
weak stomach.

In Portland, Apr. 4, Clarlmond C. Chase,
daughter of the late EUaa Chase, formerly of
Parla, aged 60 years, 2 months.
In Ullead, Apr. 3, Joseph II. Briggs.
In Porter, Apr. 2, Mrs. Sarah Day, aged 70

on or

only hoping to

ness or

Died.

early. Call

Shoe Store and shall continue the business in the

Smiley

of

stomach difficulties.
So reliable is Mi-o-na in curing all
forms of stomach weakness and troubles
that P. A. Shurtleff & Co. give a signed
will cost
guarantee that the remedy
nothing unless it cures. Mi-o-na sells
for 50 cents, and is invaluable to anyone

of Bethel.
in Oxford, Apr. 4, by Roacoe F. 8taplea. Eaq.,
Mr. Alonzo Kimball and M lea Pearl Hannah
Morao, both of Oxford.

named varieties:
Tennessee Prolific,

the stock, trade, fixtures, accounts and

to give the very best values possible and to use all alike, and
rheumatic
back-ache·,
weakness,
ity,
Our new spring goods are the best the market affords.
pains, even ill-temper and peevishness, everyone right.
than indigestion.
We shall carry the same large stock and you will be sure to find what
Fortunately, a combination of remedies, called Mi-o-na stomach tablets, has
want here. Do not forget we carry a full line of all kinds of Foot·
been discovered that absolutely cure· you
and
hedth
indigestion and restores to
Call and let us prove our
wear, also Trunks, Bags and Suit Cases.
strength the whole digestive system.
a
is
Mi-o-na
against
of
safeguard
The use
the gas- statements.
many ills; it acts directly upon
nervous

anything digestible

Married.

purchased

responsible for more
ilia, sleeplessness, general debil- purpo»e

one

druggists and

Splitting

NORWAY.

SOUTH PARIS.

Surpassing Previous Lines
putting

Is

it

extremely

strong when

speaking

of

our

Cloak and Suit Department

a fact that for DESIRABLE STYLES, VARIED DESIGNS,
WORKMANSHIP and PRICES, we are offering you more than ever

Yet it is
before

Why

the

not make your selections now while

Headaches

opportunities

are

Children's

Coats

People

promptly

permanently

complete
you?

glasses

Our Dressmaking Rooms

THE/tTNA INDEMNITY CO

properly

,|

Why

Job-

goods.

State Superintendent, Bethel, and Rev.
Η. H. Hoyt of Hiram.
Holman F. Day of Auburn was in
town this week and made some of his
friends a short call.
Mt. Hope Rebekah Lodge and Mt.
Pleasant Lodge on Apr. 20th will hold
a district meeting at the I. O. 0. F. Hall,

Norway.

Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Tower were called
to Rockland, Maes., a few days since, by
the death of Mr. Tower's mother.

and hens. Total lose. No in·
My» Harjtett, Lizzie Muzzy, swine
Cause unknown.
Mary Clifford, Olive Hllller. surance
Recitation—"O, Bells Ring Out," Λ rllne Crocker.
Fire was discovered at M. M. Kilgore's
Wheeler.
Miss
Solo,
house on Danforth Street, Saturday
Song—"Crown Him," Rath Blood, Ruth Bolster,
Ethel Bennett and School. about noon.
Damage small and coverSong—"Shout, Shout, HU Triumph,"
ed with insuranoe. The blaze originatHelen Barnes and School.
the wood
Lllla Farrar. ed from a match thrown into
Solo—"Easter Bells,"
Exercise—"Shining for Jesus,"..Primary Class. box.
Coronation.
The rifle team from Co. D, 1st Regt.
Benedlctton.
Ν. 6. S. M., defeated the Lewiston and
Auburn boys at Lewiston, Thursday

Voluntary.

they

town unless

restores perfect action to the
shoe stores. 28c. Don't accept tric glands,
assimilation of
Sample FREE. Address Allen digestive organs, aids the
Roy, Ν. T.
food, and so strengthens the whole digestive system that you can eat anything at
any time without fear of indigestion.
Born.
Just one little tablet out of a 50 cent
box of Mi-o-na before meals for a few
^ *° th" W,fe oi Ho,l,e C001·
days, and you will soon regain perfect
IdM, a^langhter
W,,e of Geo^ health and strength, and be able to eat
all

We have

Nothing is more important to Pari*
the
than the good health of her people. How of
fill their place in this buy
can

any substitute.
S. Olmsted. Le

Ibing promptly

Song— 'Little Leaves,"

day:

8AFKGUABD

AGAINST MANY ILLS.

RICHARDS,

Primary Class.

The following is the order of the Easter
service at the Baptist church next Sun-

PBOFIT BT THIS AND FIND

Management.

But the Same Old

most favorable ?
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
JACKETS AND 42 INCII COATS In both tight and loose tltting, in the newest
District of Maine, se.
On this 24th day of March, A. D. 1906, on readmixtures and colors and latest style» of makiup,
It is—
ing the foregoing petition,That
$4.98, 7.50, 8.50, 9.00 and 10.00
lie
had
a
hearing
the
Court,
Ordered by
of April, A. D.
upon the same on the 13th day
Dislu
said
with
both the long and short sleeves,
colors
at
Portland,
and
said
Court
mixtures
before
new
of
the
plain
1906,
SUITS
trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
Eton and jacket styles with the prettiest styles of making with braids and
notice thereof be published In the Oxford Demand
ocrat, a newspaper printed In said District,
$12.50, 15.00, ιό.50 and 18.00
silks we have ever shown,
that all known creditors, and other persons In
and
time
taid
the
at
place,
Interest, may appear
and show cause,If anv they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
are the cause of much loss and sufthe Clerk shall send by mall to all known crol
are subject to
of colors, t-tyles and prices than ever before, neat
who
ltors copies of said petition and this order, ad- Are here in better assortment
fering.
a. Λ orraan duck uieu ai ^unimu,
as
tortures are obliged to dressed to them at their places of residence
checks and mixtures, plain colors and plain combined with blending color.
a very short these awful
after
stated.
morning
Thursday
or
Witness the Hon. clarence Hale, Judge
You will find what you want in this department.
sickness of pneumonia and heart disease. lose much time from their work,
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at PortPrices $2.98, 3.75, 3.98 and 4.98
He has been in the employment of J. if they do work their efficiency is land, in said District, on the '24th day of March,
W. Perkins & Co. of Portland for sevdecreased during the hours A. D. 1906.
greatly
Clerk.
E.
JAMES
HEWEY,
fL.
three
children.
e.J
eral years. He leaves
A large majority of A true
of suffering.
c"py of petition and order thereon.
Mrs. Buck died of pneumonia about a
Attest .-JAMES Ε HEWEY, Clerk.
from headache can be
the
sufferers
in
He
was
July
forty-one
year ago.
relieved
and
next.
Are in charge of Miss Hamlin, who will do your work at reasonable price·,
fitted
A. B. Bobbins, while at work on his by a pair of our
the quality of which is guaranteed by us.
buzz planer Wednesday, lost the first
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
glasses.
and little fingers of his right hand.
If you want relief from your headASSETS DEC. 31,1905.
Mrs. James Favor entertained a party
200 00
$
to come and Real Estate
of friends Wednesday evening at her aches we invite you
(iflO.OO
Mortgage Lo<ns,
738.606.25
home on Deering Street. They played consult us. Many others have found Stocke and Bonde
355,477 31
not Cash In Office and Bank,
whist which was followed with refreshrelief in
;
311 64
Agents' Balances
ments.
165,1:W 74
Outstanding Premiums,
4.440.2!)
The election of second lieutenant of
Interest and Rents,
2,400.00
Allother Asset·
Co. D, Monday evening, resulted in the
selection of Moses P. Stiles by a large
$1,267,232 23
Gross Assets
THE OPTICIAN,
71,669 OS
Deduct Items not admitted,
majority.
Linnie Bartlett, book-keeper for H. J.
*1,195,563.15
MAINE.
Admitted Aiteu,
Bangs, will take a vacation of several SOUTH PARIS,
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1905.
months during the absence of her mother
t
58,824.70
Net
Unpaid Losses
with her daughter and son in Massa271,311.86
Unearned Premiums,
A new Lot
35,097.01
chusetts. Hattie Crooker supplies her
Allother Liabilities
loo.noo.no
The best of Contingent Fund
of Plumbing Goods.
place in the office.
500,000 00
Cash Capital,
will
celebrate
church
The Universalist
230,325.58
oak woodwork for closets. No old 8urplus over all Liabilities
Holy Week Tuesday, Wednesday, ThursCall and see this line.
and
$1,195,563.15
Lenten
Liabilities
Surplus,
Total
and
Friday evening, by
day
No
attended to.
WALTER L. GRAY, South Paris, Agent.
services. Speakers will be Rev. J. H.
E.
team.
F.
for
Rev.
Barton,
South
Paris;
Little,
charge

The slaughter house of 0. P. Brooke
situated near the town line between
Ruth Bolster.
Recitation—"The Risen King,"
School. Norway and Paris on Cottage Street
Flower Song
The fire
was burned Friday evening.
Solo—"I'm only a Little Christian,"
Marie Newton. was discovered in time to save the

Happy."

Collection.

Mr. Wm. Thos.

Wight.

Marie Newton, Lil lan Power*,
Arllne Crocker, Hilda ami Marjorle Chandler.
Duet—"Our Gifts,"
Bessie Haggett and Helen Barnes.
Song—"Our Little Hearts are

CAUGHT COLD WHILE HUNTING Solo—Selected
Sermon.
A BURGLAR.
Hymn.
Constable at Chapleau, Ontario, say·: "I
caught a severe cold while hunting a
burglar in the forest swamp last fall.
Hearing of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
1 tried it, and after using two small botThis
tle·, I was completely cured.'1
remedy is intended especially for conghi
and colds. It will loosen and relieve a
severe cold in less time than by any

Pennesseewassee
outlet has been hauled by Millett and
others and it is said that the last delay
has now been experienced.
The assessors are again on their annual inspection of taxpayers. They
started out Tuesday morning.
Capt. J. Waldo Nash has sold out his
Haines Landing camp and business to
A. S. Hinds of Portland, reserving his
fish industry only. The captain will
hereafter confine his attention to his
Norway, Cottage Street business. He
has all the business he can attend to in

ber for the

A NEW NAME

inPORTANT
TO PARIS

evening by five points.
The Norway post office contest,

so

far

L. M.

Norway,

Longley,

Maine.

developed

into the worst kind of

grippe

Noyet. with all its miserable symptoros," says

Mr. J. S. Egleaton of Maple Landing,
and
"Knees
Iowa.
joint· aching,
muscles sore, bead stopped up, eyes and
with
alternate
nose running,
spells of
chills and fever. We began using Cham-

DeWltfs Ο Salve
For PHo·, Burnt, fona

Suit Cases, Tt •unks &
My spring
complete and

I

am

selling

ι tome

It'is for your intei est to

each.

extra
aee

buy.
-\D
JAMES N. FAV< Jn,

SELL

FINEST

THE

my line before you

PROP. OF THE TUCKER
HARNESS STORE,

RUBBERS

WE DON'T CHARGE

MONEY CAN BUY.
MORE FOR THEM !

J.

Bags.

jrwny, Maine.

Θ1 Main St.,
WE

is

now
Bags
in
values
good

line of Suit Case 5, Trunks and

;is the present incumbent is concerned,
closed this week. Petitions for and
against Capt. Moses P. Stiles have been
forwarded to the department.

GRIP QUICKLY KNOCKED OUT.
"Some weeks ago during the severe
winter weather both my wife and myself
contracted severe colds which speedily

NEW SPRING

F.

THAT
ANY

RAINCOATS.

Our

new

A

is in.

ing

of

line of Raincoats
magnificent show-

new

coats.

Made with padded shoulders
All
and hair cloth front.
shades of gray and many
neat mixtures.
$10, la, 15, 16 and iS.

Special

coats.

mark down

Better

in need.

on

top

investigate

if

H. B. Foster,
Norway.

PLUMMER.

PIANOS.
Good Trades in Second Hand Pianos.
A nice grand square Woodward & Brown piano, in dark case, a·
One nice
hand square piano.
good a trade as can be found in a second a
nice care
had
has
that
nice
extra
tone,
piano
second hand Vose piano,
These three
Miller piano.
and never hurt. One second hand G.

FIRST PICK.
All the new styles and
best things in

WALL

PAPERS!

berlain's Cough Remedy, aiding the same
Programme of Easter music at the with a double dose of Chamberlain's square pianos, with stool and cover, will be priced very low to close them
Paris:
South
Universalis church,
Stomach and Liver Tablets, and by its out. Will trade them for a horse, colt, cow, or any kind of neat stock,
knocked out
Organ Voluntary.
Charles Vo»s. liberal uee soon completely
the party good trade and easy payments.
March,
Loud, the grippe. Sold by Shartleff A Co., giving
nice
Anthem—Easter Bells are Chiming
We have also three second hand upright pianos at low prices,
! Solo— Easter Eve, with violin obligate,..Gounod, South Paris; Jones Drug Store, Oxford;
M1*s -JcaMe Toiman.
in walnut and mahogany cases. We also have a large stock
instruments
Store,
Norway.
Drug
Noyes
Violin Obllgato by Sara Swett.
of new and
other treatment and ta a favorite where- Anthem—I am He that Llveth
of new upright p:anos. We have a larger and nicer stock
Simper,
Thome
ever its superior excellence has become Offertoire
ever before, also a large line of piano
than
and
hand
second
organs
pianos
Adams.
The Sturgis activity at Lewiston hai
known. For sale by Shurtleff A Co., Anthem—The Lord Is King
and instruction books. We will put all these goods
Page
Poatlude,
resulted in large sales at the agency dur covers, stools, chairs
South Pari·; Jones Drug Store, Oxford
Choir:
Please send for catalogues
hav- down at bottom prices and give easy terms.
total
the
the
receipts
Sessions.
L.
8.
year,
Tenor—
paat
Store,
Norway.
ing
Noye· Drug
been 120,470.22.
Soprano—Miss Mabel Brooks.
and
ing
descriptions.
Contralto—Miss Jessie C. Toiman.
We thank our patrons for all past favors and assure them that we shall
Baritone—George Brings.
The ioe harveet on the Kennebec h
Wilson.
SALVE.
and
the future. It is not necessary
dtrecfcus-Vlrgte
CHAMBERLAIN'S
Organist
finished. The amoant put in 1· con
appreciate all business that is given usasinthe
This salve is Intended especially foi to
our goods,
of
of
the
goods will prove themselves.
•iderably below the capacity of the rlvei
quality
speak
DEVIL'S ISLAND TORTURE
sore nipples, burns, frost bites, chapped
honse·, 500,000 ton·, and the quality ii
are
worse than the terrible case oi
hands, itching piles, chronic sore eyes,
inferior to that of former year·. Never is no
db
Then 1
me 10 years.
eye lids, old chronic sores
granulated
theleu, it is probably aafe to say that a Piles that afflicted
Arnici
to apply Bncklen's
and for diseases of the skin, such an
retail price· it will amount to about ai was advised
Salve, and lea· than a box permanently tetter, salt rheum, ring worm, scald
much aa ever before.
cared me, writes L. S. Napier, of Rnglea bead, herpes, barber's ftob, scabies oi
Soutlx Parle,
Ky. Heals all wounds, Burns and Sorei itch and eczema. It has met with unSick headache result· from a derange like
of
25o at F. A. Shnrtleff A
treatment
in
the
success
magic.
paralleled
mont of the stomach and is cured bj
Co., Draggiata.
these diseases. Prioe 85 cents per box.
3S ΜΔΒΚΒΤ
Chamberlain'· Stomach and Liver Tab
CASTORIABri^oi*»
,1
Sont!
Try it. For sale by Shurtleff A Co,
lets. Sold by Shurtleff & Co.,
Dr Sooth Paris; Jones Drug Store, Oxford ;
on
Glasses
ι
payments.
*
weekly
SOUTH
Pnrl»; Jonee Drug "tore, Oxford; Noye
PARIS,
Havs
Tks
Parmenter. Read mj ad.
Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
Drag Store, Norway.

Borders and Mouldings to match.
Prices range, from the

KM Yw

Ahms Bsacht

Co.,

cheapest

Come now and have
Don't wait until
the first pick.
the best
gone.
to the best.

W. J*. Wheeler

as follows:
Way· awl Mean·—S. D. B" later, L. 8. Billing)

Albert D. Park.
Bolster.
Home Industries—N. D.
Walker. Franklin Maxim.
New lmlustitos—J. Hastings
Scott, R. N. Hall.

said Hartford, from a wound inflicted by
shot from a gun in the hands of Henry L
Farrington of said Hartford, and discharged by said Farrington."
Following the report of the coroner's
jury on Thursday, a hearing was held before Trial Justice Parsons of Buckfield,
of murder preferred
on the charge

Notices.

HOSK CO. MO. a.

C. Β. Cummings & Sons have more
pine timber on the lake and at their mill
at the upper end of the village than
they have ever had in any one aeaaon
before. Their yard south of Main
Street is filled with birch bolts and
dowel stock. This means business for
many hands throughout the year.
Balm. One application will give you reA stated convocation of Oxford Royal
and its continued nee for a ahoxi
lief,
Maat
Arch Chapter, No. 29, was held
time will bring about a permanent cure.
The
sonic Hall, Wednesday evening.
For sale by F. A. Shurtleff A Co., SoutÈ
work was on the Mark.
Paris; Jones Drug Store, Oxford;
Muthe
Norway
The April term of
Noyes
Drug Store, Noway.
There
nicipal Court was held Tuesday.
before
of
business
was the usual amount
Mothir Snjf'i Swtet Powder» fer CMkJran,
the oourt.
Successfully use-i by Mother Gray, nurse In the
to Children'· Home In New York, Cure Feverish
was
called
Barnes
County Attorney
Bad Stomach, Teething Disorders, move
Sumner on the Parrington-Bryaot affair new,
and regulate the Bowels and Destroy Worms,
was
He
several
absent
days.
and was
Over 30,000 testimonial·. They neverJail. At all
druggists, 25c. Sample FREE. Address, Allen
accompanied by Sheriff Mclntire.
8. Olmsted, Le Boy, Ν. T.
Operations have actually commenced
on the Norway and Western Railroad.
Ask for AHm'i Foot-Basa, A Powder
Several cars of material have been un- It makes walking easy. Cores Coras, Bunions, Inloaded at the Norway station. The tim- growing Nails, Swollen and Sweating feet. At

The S. I. Millett heirs have sold the
house between Grange Block and the
C. B. Cummings residence on Main
Street to Lucius Tremblay of Compton,
P. Q. Thaddeus Cross, who has lived
*' ber.
anLast Tuesday forenoon Bryant receiv- there for some years, is looking for
edla package by express at East Sumner, other house, a most difficult thing to
occuare
all
which later developments make it appear find in Norway for rents
contained liquor. Taking this liquor he pied.
A. A. Bruce of Albany was before the
went to the Farrington camp, where
with
Henry L. Farrington was alone. What Municipal Court Monday charged
was found
happened there can be known only from cruelty to his horse.to He a fine of
$5
pay
the story of Farrington, and such circum- guilty and sentenced
stances as have come to light in connec- and costs.
V. W. Hills attended the session of
tion with the affair.
According to Farrington's storv, Bry- the Maine Association of Opticians, Wedant remained at the camp to dinner, and nesday at Portland.
Lewis 1. Gilbert was on the street and
both men bad been drinking. A quarrel
in his store Monday for the first time
arose as to who was boss at the camp
he was injured some three weeks
ninco
and in the course of it Bryant drew a revolver and fired at Farrington, who Rtood ago, when he fell on the ice and was
near the open door of the camp, but did very seriously injured.
Scott Saunders of Mechanic Palls made
not hit him. A shotgun, kept at tho
his old home a visit this week.
camp for the purpose of shooting hawk», I
Wednesday evening several of Miss
stood near Farrington, and he picked it
Prost's school friends gave her a
Eila
from
fired
it.
Blood
and
spurted
up
farewell party and presented her with
Bryant's head.
Without waiting to see what was tho one of Miss Libby's pictures of Lake
a
effect of the shot, Farrington at once Pennesseewassee. The evening wa<*
walked to the village, and going to the delightful one for the party of friends.
store of E. P. Russell, told what ho had MittH FroRt and her mother will visit for
done and wanted to telephone to bis son a time with friends in Somersworth, N.
Willie. His story was questioned at H., before making their home in Massafirst, but when it appeared that Bryant chusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Doughty, after an
bad indeed been shot. Deputy Sheriff S.
C. Withington of Buckfield was tele- absence of several yoars from their farm,
town farm
phoned and at once came and took Far- have moved from the Norway
rington into custody and had the camp to their Greenwood homestead. They
have carried on the Norway farm for ten
locked up.
County Attorney Barnes and Sheriff months and the Waterford farm several
Mclntire were at once notified by tele- years.
Hon. G. £. Macomber, Helen Morrill
phone, and leaving Norway on the afterHawkins of
noon train they reached East Sumner by of Augusta and Thomas
and
a freight train that evening, to investi- Rockland, officers of the Norway
Paris Street Railway, were in town the
gate the affair.
The body of Bryant was lying on the first of the week.
Rev. S. G. Davis while on a visit refloor of the camp, apparently as it fell.
at Sherburne
Falls, Mass.,
The charge of shot had struck in his cently
and
right eye, and the gun was so near that preached at the Universalist church
the shot had not scattered, and had made also delivered an addreso at that place
Mr. Davis' first
a hole hardly larger than the gauge of on the Welsh revival.
the gun.
The skull had been fractured pastorate was at Sherburne Falls.
Dr. B. F. Bradbury was one of the exand the brain mangled by the shot.
Death was probably instantaneous, in pert witnesses at Augusta on the Cooper
his left hand was clutched a revolver, trial on revolver shooting.
Leon M. Longley and Bertram Harwith an exploded shell under the hamhave returned from Waterford
mer, and loaded cartridges in the other mon
chambers. The table was standing as if where they have been engaged in plumbthe dinner had been interrupted by tho ing for some time.
Merritt Welch, formerly of this place,
all ray.
Coroner William J. Wheeler of South has closed out his dry goods business in
his
Paris, who had also been telephoned for, Sanford and will hereafter take up
was not at home at the time, and was residence in Augusta.
Geo. W. Locke and wife aTe in Boston
unable to reach East Sumner until Wedthis week. Mr. Locke went as a delenesday forenoon.
A· inquest was held in Grange Hall gate to the United Order of Pilgrim
Wednesday afternoon, by Coroner Wil- Pathers. Geo. Horr acted as janitor at
liam J. Wheeler of South Paris. The the ftchool house.
Post office inspector W. R. Robinson
jury was composed of Sharon Robinson,
Foreman, R. G. Stephens, George A. of Portland was in town several days
Maxim, Maurice Fogg, W. H. Eastman, this week on post office matters. Capt.
M. P. Stiles' term expires jvithin a fewand D. J. Russell.
The verdict was "that Eugene Bryant days. He asks for a re-appointment
of Hartford, in the County of Oxford under the new ruling of the department.
P. Edwards
came to his death at said Hartford, be- Chas. S. Akers and Jesse
in
tween the hours of 11 a. m. and 1 p. m. are candidates if there is a vacancy
office.
of Tuesday, the 3d day of April, 1906, at the

Responsive reading.
Easter Anthem
from such a conScripture Lesson.
in
some
Eve (Gounod)
felt
fail
to
be
not
Solo—Easter
can
ference
Prayer.
degree by all those present.
H>mn.

drainage work.
The good résulte

Andrews.

RHEUMATISM MAKES LOT MIS
IRABLB.
A happy home is the most valuable
possession that if within the reach oi
mankind, but jon cannot enjoy its comfort· if yon are suffering from rheumatism. Ton throw aside business caret
when you enter your home and you can
be relieved from those rheumatic paint
also by applying Chamberlain's Pain

NORWAY.

N.

Dayton Bolster &. Co.,
SQUARH,

MA1NXB.

Wyoming

HOMEMAOES' COLUMN.

If Mothers Only Knew!

ELIXIR

regular intervals to guard against them. Some of
the symptoms of worms are languid looks, indigestion with variable appetite, malaria, irritable dispoIf vour children show
sition and restless sleep.
any of these signs do not risk delay but give
them the remedy that has given relief

their Diseases."

It* ill

OR. J. F. TRUE 4 CO.. Aviva. Μ·.
FïmpmmpÂI*.

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

Carpets

Wool

patterns and clean

to close out odd

Freeh meats of all kinds
hand.

shipping
paying full

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,

MARKET

j

live stock every week,

|

market

price.

THayer,

T.

SQUARE,

SOUTH PARIS.

Wood for Sale.
dry

Good four-foot

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.·

ewunwtM

specialty,

a

Fresh tish arrives every Monday afternoon and Thursday morning.
Am

well seasoned.

MAINE.

R. F. D. 2,

J.

S.

wood,

hard

BROWN,

South Paris.

Wanted.

Sour

PEELED PULPWOOD.

Stomach

No appetite, loss of strength. nervousSpruce, Fir, Hemlock
headache, constipation, bad breath,
delivered at
genera) debility, sour risings, and catarrh and
οI the stomach are all due to indigestion.
«talion.
discovnew
any
This
Kodol cures indigestion.
ery représenta the natural juices of digestion as they exist in a healthy stomach,
combined with the greatest known tonio
and reconstructive properties. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure does not only cure indigestion
MAINE.
and dyspepsia, but this famous remedy ι WEST PARIS,
eurea ail stomach troubles by cleansing,
purifying, sweetening and strengthening
J. WALDO
the mucous membranes lining the stomach.
Mr. & & Bail, ta' Ravenawood. W. Va., sajv—
**
I waa troubled with sour stomach fcr twenty yetra.
Kodol cured ae tod we are now usine It In talk
1er baby."
Mas.

Poplar

Ε. Η. PIKE,
NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,

Kodol Digests What You Eat.

Si .00 Sbe holdint 24 tintes the trial
■tee. which sells for SO cents.
Prepared by L O· OeWlTT * θα. OHIOAOO.
teniae oely

Sold by F. Ai Shurtleff Λ Co.

Eastern Steamship Company.

NASONIO BLOCK,

j Telephone Connection.

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE.
I*«re $l.BO.

Superb new steamers of this line leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland, and India
Wharf, Boston, daily (except Sunday)

at

7 P. M.

Edgings,

Stove Wood and
Coal at
A. W. Walker & Son's,
South Paris, Maine.

All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
steamers of this Company, is insured
against tire and marine risk.

J. F. LISCOMB, Agent,
Wharf, Portland, Me.

CALVIN AUSTIN, Vice President
and General Manager, Boston, Mass.

Picture Frames

R.

Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.
in

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,
SOUTH PARIS.

Eggs for Hatching.
Barred Rocks

Wyandottes.

Also

a

limited number

and

of

Rose Comb Rhode Island
Reds.

75c. per

setting

$4

of 15.

per

100.

W. C. THAYER,
36

Pleasant St., South

Paris, Me.

foimnwŒT^rfiAR

No. «7.—Initial Change·.
He followed me where'er I
And to his anger oft gave
But I would not let him have a
All thought 'twould be a rainy
But very soon a golden
Came out and made us all feel
—

68.—Novel Beheadings.
[Example: Behead a masculine nickname and a summer necessity; the two
remainders will form α vegetable. AnNo.

swer—A-be, f-an, bean.]
1. Behead since and a number and

make disappeared.
2. Behead an accomplice and a famous garden and make the surname of
one of the pilgrim fathers.
3. Behead a cereal and to carol and

make showering.
4. Behead ignited and α tract of cultivated land and make a gun or pistol.
5. Behead a metal and a native of
Denmark and leuve silly.
U. Behead a number and laughable
and make to register.
7. Behead to devise and grim and
make a contrivance for giving light.
8. Behead a lyric poem and separate
and make to leave.
The Initials of the newly formed
words will spell the surname of a famous

American.

and Job Work.

i'HIIVDLER,
....

69.—Trianglo.

No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Maine.

To mature.
A kind of molding.
Wickedness.
Within.

A venerable man, dressed in a costume of uiK'ivnt times, holds in bis
bands a bowl of some liquid be is
about to drink. As be raises tbe bowl
to his lips a smile lights up his face,
but the persons about hiui are shedding
tears. Who is the man represented?

1. 1 am u celebrated architect
2. I am nearly extinct.
3. I was sacred iu Egypt.
4. I was a familiar feature in tbe
old fashioned fireplace.

A Mnttcr of Opinion.
"He'll uever reach the top of his profession."
"Why, he believes he's there now."
"That's the very reason that he'll
never get there."

Key to the Paaaler.
No. 56.-Word Building: 1. A. 2. At.
8. Tea. 4. Late. 5. Stale. G. Slater. 7.
Scarlet.
No. 57.—Central Syncopations: John
Howard. 1. Justly, July. 2. Orgies,
ores. 3. Haggle, hale. 4. Nimble, Nile.
5. Hobble, hole. 0. Ordeal, oral. 7.
8. Apples, apes. 0.
Wabble, wale.
Raisin, rain. 10. Dabble, dale.
No. 58.—Half Square: 1. Ocelot. 2
Colin. 3. Elbe. 4. Lie. 5. On. 0. T.
No. 50.—Curtailed Kbymes: Tine, tin
Dine, din
Wine. win.
Shine, shin.

0. K. Plows

τ

The 0. K. and Paris
Plows, also repairs
FOR SALE

at the old

place

the coming

MRS. MATILDA

for Infants and Chiidm.

Tki KM Yn Din Ahnjs Bought

Pine. pin.
GO.—Transposai: March.
61.—Picture Puzzle: Village.
62.—Connected Diamonds:
fin.

I.

II.

season.

J. MERRILL,

Bears the

Signature
of

1

I

Β

Β

Τ

Β

If

τ
Β
Ν

R

Ο

III.

kin
ι
row
DOUROLDBNI OBI
Κ

Β
Ο

South Paris, Maine.

Κ

Β

NET

R

R

No. 03.—Hidden States: 1. Colorado,
color, ado, do, or. 2. Delaware, law
3. Tennessee, ten, see.
aware. Avar.
4. Rhode Island, ode. and. Is. land.

Nothing will relieve indigestion that it
not a thorough digeetaot. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure digests what you eat, and
allows tbe stomach to rest—recuperate—
grow strong again. A few doses of Ko-

uol after meals will

restore the
stomach and digestive organs to a full
performance of tneir functions naturally.
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

massage
or noisements only are necessary. After taking the pocket of your neighbor
the hair down, divide in two at the cen- lessly tossed under the table.
If you strike a worm in your fruit do
tre of the back, take hold of the ends on
it
each side and shake gently, but thor- not call attention to it by mashing
is not
oughly, then brush the hair vigorously with a nut cracker. This in the only
best
uncouth, but it is regarded
with a brush that is not too stiff.
Before you begin to masaage apply society as blase and exceedingly vice
some good reliable tonic or scalp food to versa.
Macaroni should be cut into short
the scalp with the tips of the fingers,
being careful to rub the tonic or scalp pieces and eaten with an even graceful
food on the scalp itself so that thehair motion, not absorbed by the yard.
After eating a considerable amount, do
will not get too damp or oily. Now
in
place the tips of the fingers on the hair not rise and unbuckle your vest strap
lines in tbe middle of the forehead and order to get more room, as it is exceedand dishabille.
press firmly. Begin by using a rotary ingly au fait
If by mistake you should drink out of
movement and work all over the scalp in
and
imaginary circles. Three or four times your finger-bowl, laugh heartily will
which
are enough to use this movement on make some facetious remark,
each spot. Be careful in uting the ro- change the course of conversation, and
the
tary movement not to push the hair, for renew the friendly feeling among
by so doing you might break off any members of the party.
the
about
Do not make remarks
young and tender hairs that may be
amount your companion has eaten. If
coming in.
I This movement will have the tendency your companion at table, whether
of some one
to loosen the scalp and make it more she be your wife or the wife
to
flexible. It will only take you from five else, should eat heartily, do not offer
v
pay your host for his loss, or say to her:
to eight minutes.
I The second movement is to rub tne "Great Scott ! I hope you will not kill
have the opporscalp. Place the tips of the fingers back yourself because you
of the ears and rub vigorously (not tunity," but be polite and gentlemanly,
be cut off
harshly) towards the crown. Then place even though the food
tbe finger tips on the hair lines in the for a week.
middle of the forehead, rubbing towards
Quick changes from hot to cold and
the crown. You will find your scalp
constitutions and
will be in a perfect glow, having been back again try strong
cause among other evils, nasal catarrh, a
This
stimulated.
rubbing
thoroughly
disease.
offensive
and
movement promotes a normal circula- troublesome
and snuffing, coughing aud
tion. The hair now will be full of new Sneezing
I life and your head and scalp will feci difficult breathing, and the drip, drip of
the foul discharge into the throat—all
I lighter and better in every way.
I This treatment, when regularly and are ended by Ely's Cream Balm. This
remedy contains no
carefully administered, will bring about honest and positive
cocaine, mercury, nor other harmful inI the most gratifying results.
in
I I would like to say here that there gredient. The worst cases are cured
All druggists, 50c.. or
a short time.
scalp treatment and scalp treatment.
I Violent rubbing and pinching and pull- mailed by Ely Bros., 50 Warren Street,
are very injurious to the scalp and New York.
ruinous to the hair.
I Self-taught practitioners are utterly "Is Casey working here?" asked Finnein the quarry shortly after
incapable of treating tbe hair and it is an gan, entering
impossibility for an uninstructed person a blast.
"He was, but he jisht wint away," reto pick up and practice ecalp massage
the foreman.
without serious injury to the scalp and plied Flanagan,
"Are ye expictin' him back?"
I hair she or he practises upon.
"Yes, I suppose so. Anyway, they do
I Scalp massage administered skillfully
musht come down."
is not alone beneficial to tbe hair and say whativer goes up
scalp but It is luxurious and restful and
If you ever bought a box of Witch
in my practise many a tired, nervous
Hazel Salve that failed to give satisfacheadache has been forgotten entirely bethe chances are it did not have the
I fore the soothing massage has come to tion
name "E. C. DeWitt & Co," printed on
I an end.
the wrapper and pressed in the box. The
It is a well established fact that eighty
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve
some original
have
of
hundred
one
out
persons
never fails to give satisfaction for burns,
affection.
scalp
Bores, boils, tetter, cracked hands, etc.
1
In most cases dandruff, itching scalp
For blind, bleeding, itching and protrudand falling hair are the first signs, and 11
ing Piles it affords almost immediate reany of these symptoms are neglected, lief. It
stops the pain. Sold by F. A.
loss of hair and baldness will surely fol·
Shurtleff & Co.

supply

I

I
I
I

lis

ling
I
I
I
1

I
I

I
I

Γ°

I
I
i

Dandruff is responsible in ninety per
cent out of one hundred cases for the
loss of hair and baldness.
This (dandruff) is either caused by

I parasitic

germs

(microbes) or dryness
the scalp (impover-

land malnutrition of
ishment.)

If caused by parasitic germs, and ii
is not treated scientifically in
time, baldness will surely follow.
3 These germs are the true hair destroyere
They feed on the moisture of the
scalp, follow the hair into the roots and
consume the natural oil, which is the
real nourishment of the hair. Thus the
hair soon loses its beautiful lustre and
beeomesdry and brittle and eventually
falls out.
A healthy scalp means healthy hair,
therefore the scalp must receive careful
attention to insure a healthy, vigorous
growth of bair. First, the scalp muet be
kept perfectly clean, and at the same
time the daily massage must be practised
in order to promote a normal supply ol
I tbe blood through the medium of the

soon

I
I
I

I

I
I

I
I

I

I

Ι "β1 this advice is

healthy condition

In any

faithfully followed, a
of the scalp will be

I obtained.—New Idea.

The Care of Sick Children.
To begin with, food or medicine
should never be prepared or discussed
before the little patient, nor should the
doctor's opinion or the child's symptoms

be talked over. Children often catch
half phrases and misunderstand whispered conversations, and so form terrifying
anticipations of their illness and its
treatment. As drinks are sure to be in
constant demand, weak lemonade may
generally be given, but children often
prefer pure water. It is best to use a
small glass, and only give the exact
quantity allowed. Children, as a rule,
are more often guided by their eyes than
by their palates, and fancies prevail
strongly in the young. Even in health,
very imaginary dislikes are taken, whioh
in appearance, or even
an alteration
name, will remove.
Highly flavored dishes are seldom
liked by children, and are quite unsuitable for them, but a pretty appearance
will make simple, nourishing forms of
diet inviting. The portion of custard or
milk pudding which would have no attraction if sent direct from the table becomes quite desirable if baked in a tiny
dish, and the joy of helping oneself will
possibly lead to a second supply being
consufbed. The bread and butter ana
bread and jam at tea time, made into
thin sandwiches, then cut into narrow
fingers and built up crosswise on the
child's plate, lend the interest to demolish the pyramid to help out the
languished appetite. A child's dislike
to beef tea, soup or beaten-up egg and
milk may sometimes be overcome if the
novelty of taking it through a tube or
straw be adopted. What matter if re-

OAR

SALE|

quantity desired.

LOAD

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particular* address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

you
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

son of the multf-mil"I want an automobile.'1
"What? Where is the last one I bought
you?" demanded his father.

"Pa," said the

lionaire,

a

"Why, good gracious! That was nearly

week ago."

..

I the scalp

turning energy suggests the blowing of
Tommy—"Pop, what is a hypochon- a few bubbles, when the nourishing comdriac?"
pound has gone to build op tissue and
Tommy's Pop—"A hypochondriac, muscle?—Ex.
my son, is a man who begins to get worWith large, new buildings and new ried when he finds there is nothing the
How She Keeps Young.
FILL OUT. CUT OFF ANO MAIL TO LS.
equipment throughout, revised course· matter with him."
She eats three warm meals a day at
PLEASE SEND YOUR CATALOGUE of study and increased teaching force, it
hours.
has the best facilities in the world for AU smart up-to-date women of to-day, regular
She sleeps eight hours, and as often as
Know bow to bake, wash, slog and play;
GIVING FULL INFORMATION
young men and women.
wife is N. 6.
possible two of them before midnight.
Never has there been such a demand Without these talents a
She takes fifteen quiet minutes in a
Tea.
for young people who have a thorough Unless she takes Rocky Mountain
To
darkened room after luncheon.
Λ Co.
Shurtleff
F.
A.
than
30
More
for
business.
apI training
She begins each day with a cold bath,
plications a month are received for Bliss
Nell—I permitted him to kiss me on followed by a glass of cold or hot water.
Street, graduates.
Full information together
She is careful to spend at least half an
that he would not mention it
with an illustrated catalogue will be sent condition
hour every day in the open air.
to any one.
will
school
at
the
A
call
City or town, upon request. of its
She never rides where she can walk
Belle—And did he?
convince you
superiority. FALL
Nell—Well—er—he lepeated it the the distance comfortably.
TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER 18.
She doesn't waste her vitality in superState.
wry next minute.
BLISS COLLEGE, Lewiston, Me.
fluous and energetio talking.
She is neither self-centered nor familyWhat good does it do you to eat if
fresh outside
stomach fails to digest the food? centered, but has a few
to
interests
keep her "alive" and
Tone. It does you harm—causes belchSour
ing, sour stomach, flatulence, etc. When thoughtful.
She never lets herself moan over the
the stomach fails a little Kodol Dyspepnor worry aboat the fatare, but
sia Cure after each meal will digest what past
the best of the present and keep·
eat and makes the stomach sweet. makes

WOOD ASHES FOR

For

nsked.

"Oh, I'm loading for bear," replied
the bunter. putting in some more shot.
"I hope you will forbear," said Mr.
Polar, rising upon Ills bind legs and
owning bis mouth pleadingly. "I find
It Inconvenient to carry much lead
about my person—so heavy, don't you
know. But. say, why did you think of

Seven Doctors Failed
'L F." Relieved Him
Wytopitlock, Mc.,

CASTORIA

Dec. 25, 1903.

Dear Sirs :—

I feel it my duty to write you and tell
that I think a great deal of "L. F."
Ytwood's Bitters, as .1 was taken sick
seven
,ix years ago and was treated by
Was also at the
lifferent doctors.
at
Eastern Maine General Hospital,
a can3angor, and they told me I had
:er in my stomach.
I did not work a day for three years,
do a
ind now, after using "L. F.," can
lard day's work.
Yours truly,
oh

WILLIAM SCOTT.

ALL

What is CASTORIA

Oastoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare·
is Pleasant. It
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worm*
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.

—

Typewrit ere

sweet and cheerful.

When boiling vegetables be sure the
There's nothing so meaningless aa the
kiss one woman bestows upon another— water is at boiling point before putting
unless it is the expansive smile of a hotel in the vegetables to be cooked. If It is
cold or lukewarm the freshness and
clerk.
flavor will soak ont into the water. Plaoe
A GUARANTEED CURE FOR PILES. the saucepan over the hottest part of the
as possiItching, Blind, Bleeding, Protruding stove, so it will boll as quickly
Piles. Druggists are authorised to re- ble, and be careful that the boiling does
fund money If Paso Ointment fails to not csase until the oontants are thoroughly oookad and ready to be dlflhsd.
son hi 6 to U day·. SO oentt.

Important to Mother·.

Examine carefully enry bottl· of CASTORIA,
a safe and in re remedy tor infanta and children,
and aee that It
Bearaihe

Signature of

S/Vj9*sl_

~

(Jto/ZiCKccXiM

la Use For Over 80 Years.
η» Kind Tea Bare Always Bought.
It sometimee comes

to

pass

newly married man is almost
bis wife as of himself.

as

that a
fond of

"Are you one of the expert witnesses?"
"I am,"
the court officer.
answered the high financier. "I've been
on the stand two hours and haven't told
'em a thing."

inquired

Don't tie a

cough

system by taking

a

or

cold up in your

remedy that binds
Kennedy's Laxative

the bowels. Take
Honey and Tar. It is different from all
It
other cough syrups. It is better.
opens the bowels—expels all cold from
the system, relieves coughs, colds, croup,
whooping cough, etc. An ideal remedy
Children like it.
for young and old.
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
"Do you want me to tell you the secret
of success in life?" asked the serious

minded

man.

"What's the use?" asked the frivolous
woman, "I couldn't keep it."

You feel the life giving current the
minute you take it. A gentle, soothing
warmth, fills the nerves and blood with
life. It's a real pleasure to take Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea. 35 cents, Tea
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
or Tablets.

Commercial Brains

ITow

contrary,
angel.

approach

crrv.
▼hi ecirrAUM company, rr hurmv rrnccr. new ton*

THE ORIGINAL OF ITS KIND,
"

'441
70

plate. I had to eat it or starve. It bad
a big bear on tbe outside, and I made
bear
up my mind as a boy to kill any
that came my way, they remind me so
of the breakfast food."
'•Well," said Mr. Bear, "I guess if
that's tbe ease you oughc to have satisfaction. You look half starved, and If
It will do you good I'm ready to be a
victim. But lei me tell you how to
ly.

"Oh. i>ut in one shot at a time," said
Mr. Bear.
"Xeveu thought of It," said the hunter
mid emptied nil the contents of his gun

barrels In thesnow.
Mr. Polar saw his chance and was
off. "Ooodby." he yelled. "You need
more breakfast food."—Atlanta Constitution.

so

Qood.

UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER CO.,

breakfast food, and ever}· morning as α
boy u b )x of this same stood before my

make your shot scatter.?
'•IIow?" asked the hunter interested-

Never

are

Broadway, New York.

60 YEAR8'
EXPERIENCE

trade

local

weekly

family publication.
home or farm succes^fnlly

a

own

good agricul-

He can't

run

his

without either of

them.

Designs
CoPvmoHT· Ac.

A combination of the two, at

ma;
Anyone sending
description
whether as
quickly ascertain
tnTentlon is Probably patentable. Commanlcatlons strictly conndentlal. HANDBOOK on Patent·
sont free. Oldest agency for securing patent·.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
tptcial notice, without charge, la the
a sketch and
our opinion free

far from the

operation
and gives

Scientific American.

one

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Unrest clr.
culatlon of any sclentlflc Journal. Terms. M a
year: four months, 91. Soldbyall newsdealers.

regular price

which

and all

of

a

cost

not

is

co-

one,

A
ables

him two papers every week for
news

up-to-date ideas

ular

suc-

bill for local

the hidden treasures.
According to the Celestial idea, the
eight primitive sounds are hidden in
stones, silks, woods of various kinds,
the bamboo plant, pumpkins, in the
skins of animals, In certain earths and
lu the air itself. Any one who has ever
had the pleasure (?) of seeing and listening to a Chinese orchestra will remember that their musical instruments
were made of all these materials except the last and that the combined ef
forts of the other seven seemed better
calculated to drive the ethereal sound
away than to coax It from the air,
which is really the object of all ChiWhen the banda
nese musical efforts.
play, the naive credulity of the people,
both old aud young, hears in the thuds
of the gongs and the whistling of the
pipes the tones of the eternal sounds
of nature that were originally deposited in the various animate aud inanimate objects by the all wise Father.—

Exehaiige.

What "Uamlr" Meant.

Though the Scottish guard of France
bad long loot its natural character, it

Also later, second quality
round.
E. W. PENLEY,

A. K.

news.

Your

ΡltoBATE NOTICES.
To all person* Interested In either of the Reuses
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Parle, In and
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
March, In the year of our Lord one thousand
The fallowing matter
nine hundred and six.
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicate·!, It Is hereby obdkkku:
That notice thereof be given to all persons Interested, by causing a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively in the Oxford Democrat, α newspaper published at South
Paris, In said County, that they may appear at a :
Probate Court to be held at eald Purls, on the !
D. 1!HHJ, at 9j
third Tuesday of April, A.
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If they see cause.

pawnbroker, you

sec.

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Oae Woman'* War·
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
Husband—Why are you baying such
fails
to
Druggists refund money if it
an expensive present for Mrs. Shoddy?
E. W. Grovx's signature is on
cure.
I thought you told me you hated her.
each box. S6o.
Wife—So I do, but I know she can't
He—Do you believe that foreign travel afford to give me a return one as handsome, and It will make her perfectly
enlarges the mind?
She—Fas, In some cases; In others It tortoai.-B4lti»eie Aswlaaa.
metaly iwalU the head.

reg-

and address

name

postal

Geo. W.

to

Best, Tribune Farmer
Office, New-York City,
will

pie

bring

you

a

free

barn-

copy.

We want to spin
You a yarn about

In the finit place you should know that Paroid
is no experiment. It has been on the market about
ten years and has stood the test. In 1808 the U. S.
Government used a large amount of it in Cuba; four
[ years later, it having proved so satisfactory, they
ordered 1,200,000 feet for shipment to Manila, and
The
C. W. EUSTIS, late of Dlxdeld. deceased: have now used many million square feet of it.
wld and petition for probate thereof prescted j Panama Canal Commission placed their whole order
therein
named.
the
executor
| for
by John K. Track,
Paroid, although nearly a hundred bids on imitaGROR«E A. WILSON, late of Paris, de-1 tions were submitted.
Railroads, manufacturers and
thereof
for
will
and
probate
ceased;
petition
use it and indorse it.
1 farmere all over the country
presented by Annie B. Wilson, the executrix 1 The sales of Paroid now are well up to 400 carloads a
therein named.
or
approximately 20,000,000 fc?et.
FRANK D.8TEVENE9, late of Lynn. In the year
We have handled Paroid for about four years, having sold over 130,000 feet
Commoi wealth of Massachusetts; ropy of will
In 100ό we sold enough to take the place of
and petition that It be allowed presented by and the sale is rapidly increasing.
Velma E. Dunham, a devisee under the same.
700,000 shingles.
It is practically fireproof; the N'alional Association of Fire Underwriters
AREL IRISH, late of RuckHeld, deceased;!
will anil petition for probate thereof presented
accept it in the class with gravel roofs as it is proof against sparks and cinders.
by Mary J. Irish, the executrix therein named.1
Another thing to be considered is the low cost as compared with shingle*,
FRANK P. GOODWIN, JR., a minor, of Por-1
being 20 to 40 per cent cheaper, according to thu quantity and thickness used,
ter; petition for license to sell and convey real than a medium
quality cedar, making allowance for the extra cost of laying tbe
estate presented by John C. (Iradcrn, guardian.
shingles. There are many roofs so fiat that shingles are entirely unsuitable,
EDMOND Df.COSTER, late of Hucklleld, de-,
as a gravel or tin roof at a small part of the
censed ; petition for an allowance out of personal 1 while Paroid would be as good
Is is especially adapted to piazzas and dormer windows. By using Paroid
estate presented by Marlanna DeC-JSter, widow. cost.
de- it ie practicable to build sheds, poultry houses, &c., with fiat roofs at a big s;ivinii
MR(,V1N DOUGLAS, lste of Porter,
We have the well known Neponset Red Hope Roofing which is an
ceased ; petition that Josephine Douglas or some in material.
other su'table pe rson be appointed as admlnls. excellent
low-priced roof, good for five years or more. Also the Neponset Black
trntor presented by said Josephine Douglus, a
Waterproof Paper. We shall be pleased to furnish samples and further informacreditor.
tion on application.
LUCY D. BRRTr, late of Waterford, de-1
cea-e l; petition for order to distribute balance
remaining In his hands presented by Edward P.1
Brett, administrator.
OLIVER G. CURTIS, late of Parle, deceased; I
account tiled for allowance by Rllen M. Curtis,
Soutli
Maine.

published

retained until the crash of
1781) all its curious old privileges,
which, though they led to constant
wrangles with other regiments, bad executrix.
been duly allowed by Louis XIV. He
ADDISON E. DERRICK, Judge of said Court.
V true copy—Attest:
was actually obliged to intervene at
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
his owu wedding to compose a dispute
NOTICE.
as to the precedence of the Scots
subscriber herebv gives notice that he I
guards and the Cent gentilshommes. hasThebeen
executor of the last
appointed
duly
"Proud as a Scotchman" was an old will and testament of
late of Paris,
W.
SARAH
HRWETT,
successors
proverb in France, and their
In the County of Oxford, dcccaeed, and given
in the bodyguard did their best to jus- bonds as the law directs. All persons having
against the estate of saul deceased are
tify it. But the most curious survival, demands
desired to present the same for settlement,
long after a word of Scotch had been and all Indebted thereto arc requested to make
heard In the corps, was the practice of payment Immediately.
WATERM AN T. IIKWETT.
James S. Wright, Agent. |
answering "hamlr'' (a corruption for "I
Mar. 30th, 1!)0β.
was
roll
called,
the
am here") when
NOTICE.
at
which was religiously maintained,
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he I
all events, down to the revolution.— has been duly appointed executor of the last

jealously

on a

no superior in the land as a thoroughly practical, helpful, entertaining, illustrated agricultural family paper.

JACKSON.

separately the
price is $2.50.

Maine.

Second quality, dry, hard wood,
THE NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARM
all round, good size, $3.50 per cord,
This is a good trade. ER, New-York City, published weekly, has
delivered.
extraordinary
green, all

contract en-

furnish lx>th

Democrat, South Paris,

The Chlnoc Story of the Eight I'rimItitc Hidden Sonnda.

The Chinese have some
superstitious relating to music. According to tlicir queer notions, the Creator of tiie universe bid eight sounds iu
the earth for the express purpose of
compelling man to timl them out. On
the same principle, it is presumed, Jupiter, according to Virgil, hides fire in
flint and honey in trees in order to
whet the ardor of man's industry to
persevere in his efforts to rediscover

to

Send all orders to The

farming.

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT fills the

FOR SALE.

us

ed for

of local interest,

in modern and

special

of these papers one year
for $1.75, but if subscrib-

the farmer money,

saves

year, filled with all

cessful

A MUSICAL LEGEND.

newspaper and

tural

maun·

needs hie

intelligent farmer

EVERY

Patents
...

Money Saver.

a

Portland, M>.

Exchange St.,

osmm.

Co-operation

Standard—

"I'M LOADING FOU BEAR

of

In Use For Over 30 Years.

perfection. How reaemble
It In appearance, design and flnUh. Ita
Increasing fame make· permanent the

Imitations

ALWAYS

The Kind You Have Always Bought

for

reaponalvene··—In

It In

mechanical

Heroine*, Old and Sew.
so much during the
Most modern heroines are married
of
a
a
sort
creates
stuffy,
winter months
whereas the nice ones in
want-of-ozone condition in the blood and women,
and in novels before 1800
and
Shakespeare
Clean
up
get
system generally.
ready for spring. Take a few Early were almost always unwedded maids.
Risers. These famous little pills cleanse You like Beatrice aud Portia and,
the liver, stomach and bowels and give above all things, Ilosalind. You do not
the blood a chance to purify itself. They lose your heart to Lady Macbeth
relieve headache, sallow complexion, etc.
(though a One figure of a woman), and
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
you do uot desire to compete with
He (cautiously)—Would you say "Yes" Othello in the affections of Desdemoua.
This may be a too nice morality, but to
if I asked you to marry me?
She (also oautiouely)—Would you ask Victorian taste even widows, in novels
me to marry you if you thought I would at least, come under the ban of the
say "Yes"?
elder Mr. Welier. Nobody but Colonel
Esmond ever cared for Lady CastleThis is the season of listlessness, headaches and spring disorders. Hollister's wood, and Dobbin Is alone In bis pasRocky Mountain Tea is a sure preventa- sion for Amelia.—Andrew Lang in Lontive. Makes you strong and vigorous. don Post.
35 cents, Tea or Tablets. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
Postponed.
A bashful young couple who were evMiss Elder—Yes, Jack asked me to be
much in love entered a
his partner for life, and I accepted. idently very
Miss Younger—How lovely? And you crowded street car In Boston the other
will be the senior partner, won't yon, day. "Do you suppose we can squeeze
dear?
In here?" he asked, looking doubtfully
at ber blushing face.
Don't drug the stomach to cure a
"Don't you think, dear, we had betcough. One Minute Cough Cure cuts ter wait until we get home?" was the
the muons, draw· the inflammation out
of the throat, lungs and bronchial tubes, ow, embarrassed reply.—Life.
heals, soothes and cures. A quick cure
The Pri«i Medal Holder.
Its
for croup and whooping cough.
First Athlete—Do you see tbat genconstantly increasing use for many years
tells of the fact of its absolute useful- tleman yonder? He holds the largest
ness.
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
number of prizes find medals ever possessed by any one man. Second Ditto
Mrs. Spooner—Do yon know, dear.
—What, tbat fellow? He doesn't look
Miss Knocker said yon were an awful
a bit like a champion. First Ditto—It
bad man.
the
dear, I 1· just as I tell you, though. He If 4
an

typewriter—quality

Underwood,

poverty."

Mr. Hngger—On
the next thing to

«very

gualltjr—attribute for attribute—by the

Living indoors

am

Signature

Bears the

'•Would you marry a man for money?"
"No," answered Miss Cayenne, "and
yet I don't think I should regard a man
as being especially desirable because of Macmlllan's Magazine.
his

CASTORIA

GENUINE

measure

SWVWXW

ν

All Counterfeits, Imitations and «Just-as-good" arc but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

Xetie Measure
OF

<

The Kind Ton Have Always Bought» and which has been
in on for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in tliis.

Purifier.
"L. F." is a natural Blood
the year,
Jrings relief at all seasons ofBitters,
35
flie True "L. F." Atwood's
;ents at all good stores.

—

W\\

-ο

^

shooting In my direction?"
"Well, you see," said the hunter sadOranges are held on a fork while being ly, "I was brought up on a certain
supporting framework—-the iikuU—and
of squirtsecond, to promote a healthy flow of peeled, and the faoetious style
blood to the roots, so that thehair folli- ing the juice into the eye of your hostess
cles will be properly nourished andI tbe is now au revoir.
Stones in cherries or other fruit should
oil glands secrete their substance to keep
not be placed upon the tablecloth, but
the nair from growing dry and brittle.
into
one's own scalp two move- slid quietly and unostentatiously
To

I
automobile I
asked the I

Λ Sure Thine.
"Do you think that the
will displace the horse?"
"It
woman.
conversational
young
will," answered the nervous young
men as be gazed down tbe road, "if 11
ever hits hiui."—Washington Star.

w

move

..

Ko. 70.—Hlntorlc Scene.

Τ

the blade down your throat to rethe gravy, as it might injure your
epiglottis, and it is not considered
embonpoint, anyway.
When you are at dinner do not take up
a raw oyster on your fork and ask the
hostess if it is dead. Remarks about
death at dinner are in very bad taste.
Pears should be held by the stems and
peeled gently but firmly, not as though
is
you were skinning a dead horse. It
not bon ton.

run

I
I
I
I

In Spain.

Fine.
No.
No.
No.

little attention each day.
The hair-producing scalp is loosely attached to tbe underlying skull, as anyone can prove with the fingers.
When the scalp becomes adherent to
the bones underneath, and will not move
easily, then the hair will surely fallI out,
and the healthiness of the hair follicles
will become impaired.
Therefore, there are two Important
ends in view. First, to keep the scalp
perfectly loose and flexible upon the

I

Idiocy.
Beginning.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSrR£
OF MOKTUAUK.
WHEREAS, lialeu Howe, of Hanover, Maine,
his
mortgage deed, dated the flfth day of
by
October, A. D. 1396. and recorded In Oxford
Couuty Registry of Deed·, book 243, pages 239
and 2+>. conveyed to the undersigned, the Waterville Saving!· Hank, a corporation established by
the laws of Maine, the following described real
estate situated In the town of Hanover, In the
< ountv of Oxford, aforesaid, bounded at the
date of said mortgage as follows: Easterly, by
the Klver road; southerly, by land of Mrs F. H.
Hutcblns, westerly and northerly, by the land
It being one hundred (100)
of O.P. Russell.
feet on River road and containing about oneiiuarter of an acre. Same premises to me conveyed by Prentl's M Putnam sometime between
ΙΛΟ and 1870, and now occupied as a homestead
by me and W. S. Howe.
Ami Whereat), the conditions of said mortgage
have been broken, now. therefore, by reason of
the breach of the conditions thereof, the undersigned the said Bank claims a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
Dated at watervllle, Maine, tills twenty nluth
of March, A. D. ΙϋΟβ.
WATKRVILLK SAVINGS BANK.
By Ε. K. D RUM MON D, Treasurer.

Iwm Ooldi PtiwbU hi—wli

CASTORIA

W.

West Sumner.

Grade Portrait Work

White

I will furnish DOORS ana WINDOWS of any
SUe or Style nt reasonable price*.

Matched Hard Wood Floor Board* for sale.

Mouldings s,l.

Nichols St..

Builders' Finish !
If lu want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
line Lum
<>uta!de work, send In your orders
ber an<l Shingles on hand Cheap for Caah.

Mats, Mirrors
High

CHANDLER,

Planing, Sawing

No. (Ml.—Charade.
If he would first my last with seal,
A faithful devotee should feel
The approval of my whole.

Ko. 71.—Bird Talk.

Also Window & Door Frames.

and Pictures,
&

E. W.

Franklin

A well known quotation from Shakespeare is here represented.

NORWAY.

Cord Wood,
Slab Wood,

Portland Division.

F·»

constantly on |

Corned beef and salt pork

and

NORWAY,

SHb

Meat Market.

—

Anima· Story

AO

A «OLD SHAKE

patient

uni

It is purely
for over 50 years.
vegetable and harmless in any
condition of child or adult.
Sold by all dealer*, 35c.. 50c.. <1.00.
Write for free book "Children uud

treatment/or Wjx N(M

we can

tooclted. Addnaa: Editor Hokhuuh
Coirm*, Oxford Democrat, Parte. Kite·.
la

DR. TRUE'S

1M1

Btiqwtt·.

by
Utile Folk»
Induoe one man who now wipes
hU hands on the table-cloth to come np
and take higher ground, and wipe them
on bis coat, we shall feel amply repaid.
Hair.
About
If yon cannot accept an invitation to
on the
No. β4.—Rhraed AOcetivc·.
Luxurious lock· forma fitting frame dinner, do not write yonr regrets
1. What adjective rhymes with pow- for a beautiful faoe and «often and re- back of a pool check with a blue pencil.
Oue day old polar bearJiad just finThis is now regarded as ricochet. A ished a dinner of frozen fish and waldeem a plain one.
er?
Wbile it ia highly advantageous to sufficient note to your host informing
the boots having been
2. What adjective rhymes with a
refuses to rus bide boots,
have the services of a specialist at least him that your washerwoman
color?
left biin by an arctic explorer whom be
ia sufficient.
relent
for
deal
do
a
cm
great
you
3. What adjective rhymes with a occasionally,
at the table, draw bad eaten at a previous meal, and was
yourself In the cultivation and preserver offOn aeating yoaraelf
on the ice
fairy?
your gloves, and put them in your lap taking a quiet promenade
lion of tbe hair.
not put them in floe when he ran across a would be
4. What adjective rhymes with a litScalp massage is the great secret of under yonr napkin. Do
as It would ruin the gloves Uiuiter, gold prospector, pole discoverer
tle pie?
keeping the hair healthy. It ia easily the gravy,
and cast a gloom over the gravy. If you and what not, carrying, a double bar5. What adjective rhymes with a done if a little time and patience are
with bengiven to it eaoh day or evening. A bave just cleaned your glovesout in the reled gun.
small boy?
leave them
specialist can accomplish wonders by zine, you might
Curious to see this strange personage,
treating the scalp ouce or twice a week; front yard.
Ko. 65.—Shakeapearean Quotation.
Mr. Bear drew near. "What are you
If yon happen to drop gravy on your
but much better results can be obtained
there. If I may be so bold?" be
will persevere and give it a knife blade, baok near the handle, do not doing
if the
If

ConMponcUnoe on topic* of Lniere·* totbe l»di

Nine times out of ten when children arc out of sorts a few doaes of
Dr. True's Elixir will make them well, strong and happy. If worms
If there are no worms True'»
are present they will be expelled.
It cleans out the stomach
Elixir acts as a gentle tonic laxative.
and bowels, and turns the scale in favor of health by aiding and
strengthening the digestion. Unsuspected Worn cause so much illness in children that it is a custom in manv families to give

at

Table

fBill Ητβ'· Boomerau.)
writing an artiole of tbla kind

S. P.

Paris,

Always Remember the FaO Name
Cures a Cold in One Day, Grip in Two.
on

EUGENE F. SMITH.

•top* thfl

25c·

Early Risers

BALSAM

FOLEBHONEMAR
CMtfh
hatliluagi

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed executor of the
last will and testament of
HATTIE M. MACALASTER, late of Norway,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bond· as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all tndebted thereto arc requested to make payment Immediately.
Β. II. MACALASTER.
Mar. 20th, 1006.

Box.

PARKER'S

HAIR

Cleanses ar.d t-oatitiftei the hair.
1'mmotef a Invariant rr-nrth.
Never Fails to Iletîorc G
Hair to it· Youthful Color.
Cures scalp ci;* n«. 4 & hair fa .'«in
&v.swl $!■«<' at Ρτ;Γ7'. *>

NOTICE.

Quinine

1 .axative Rromo

will and testament of
JABEZ E. HL'DDES, late of Norway,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make

payment Immediately.
Mar. 20th, 1906.

SON, Agents,

MAXIM &

The famous little pill*
We Do all Kinds of....

JOB PRINTING.

Md

Stwonri A Forhei, South Pirii

QUAKER RANGE

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he I
has been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of

GEORGE R. HOLL AND, late of Buckfle'd,
the County of Oxford, deceased, and
glvon bonds a» the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested
to make payment Immediately.
Mar. 20th, 1906. CHARLES L. HOLLAND.
In

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
has been duly appointed administratrix of the
B9tate of
SAMUEL DURGIN, late of Brownflild.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
same
for
the
to
settlement, and
present
desired
till indebted thoreto are requested to make payment Immediately.
BETSEY DURGIN.
Mar. 20th, 1906.

I

The nickel rails

•

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
has been duly appointed executrix of the last
«rill and testament of
ISAAC W. SHAW, late of Buckfleld,
in the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
l>onds as the law directs.
lemands against the estate of said deceased
ire desired to present the same for settlemeat, and all Indebted thereto an requested to
make payment Immediately.
ADA M. SHAW.
Mar. 90th, 1906.

NOTICE.

v

The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
administratrix with
lias deen duly
the will annexed of the estate of
BBLOI8E HELENA HER8EY, late of Oxford,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persona having
lemands against the estate of said deceased an
leslred to present the same for settlement, and
ill indebted thereto are requested to make pay.

appointed

immftiUtt^T
Mar. 20th, 1906.

«uwit

HXLOISS X. HIBMT.

QUAKER MODEL

to
I1

on

remove

as

in the

are

they

easy

are

without bolts
50 cts.Down

,Bd

50 cts.. w..k .t

Varlaty 8tort, Norway.

put

